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Justin A. Redd* 
%DUCATIONAL -EDIA #OMPANY AT 6IRGINIA 4ECH )NC
V 3WECKER &IRST !MENDMENT ,ITE 7ATERS $OWN
#OMMERCIAL 3PEECH 0ROTECTION
In Educational Media Company at Virginia Tech, Inc. v. Swecker,1 THE
5NITED 3TATES #OURT OF !PPEALS FOR THE &OURTH #IRCUIT CONSIDERED WHETHER A
PROVISION OF THE 6IRGINIA !DMINISTRATIVE #ODE THAT RESTRICTS ALCOHOL ADVERTISING IN
COLLEGE STUDENT PUBLICATIONS UNCONSTITUTIONALLY REGULATED COMMERCIAL SPEECH
PROTECTED BY THE &IRST !MENDMENT 4HE &OURTH #IRCUIT HELD THAT THE REGULATIONS
WERE CONSTITUTIONAL BECAUSE THE BAN ON ALCOHOL ADVERTISING MET THE FOUR PRONGS OF
THE 3UPREME #OURT OF THE 5NITED 3TATES #ENTRAL (UDSON COMMERCIAL SPEECH TEST
I. THE CASE 
4HE 3UPREME #OURT DENIED CERTIORARI BUT SHOULD HAVE GRANTED REVIEW TO EXAMINE
THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE #ENTRAL (UDSON TEST 4HE &OURTH #IRCUIT USED AN INCORRECT
hCOMMON SENSEv STANDARD IN THE THIRD #ENTRAL (UDSON PRONG TO DETERMINE
ERRONEOUSLY THAT THE ADVERTISING BAN DIRECTLY AND MATERIALLY ADVANCED THE
#OMMONWEALTHS INTEREST IN COMBATING UNDERAGE AND ABUSIVE DRINKING BY COLLEGE
STUDENTS -OREOVER THE &OURTH #IRCUIT ERRED IN HOLDING THAT THE REGULATION
REASONABLY FIT THE STATED GOVERNMENT INTEREST BECAUSE OF THE LAWS INTERNAL
INCONSISTENCY 4HIS LOWER STANDARD IMPERMISSIBLY LIMITS CONSTITUTIONAL PROTECTION OF
COMMERCIAL SPEECH
4HE 6IRGINIA !LCOHOLIC "EVERAGE #ONTROL "OARD hTHE "OARDv	 REGULATES ALCOHOL
ADVERTISEMENTS IN ALL MEDIA IN THE STATE
Ú  *USTIN !KIHIKO 2EDD
!MONG THE REGULATED AREAS IS ADVERTISING

 *$ #ANDIDATE 5NIVERSITY OF -ARYLAND &RANCIS +ING #AREY 3CHOOL OF ,AW -AY  -! ,EADERSHIP
IN 4EACHING #OLLEGE OF .OTRE $AME OF -ARYLAND  "! !MERICAN 3TUDIES #ORNELL 5NIVERSITY 
4HANK YOU TO ALL MY PAST AND PRESENT *OURNAL COLLEAGUES
  &D  TH #IR 	 CERT DENIED  3 #T  .OV  	
  6! !$-).#/$% e nn"		 	
  &D AT  53 #/.34 AMEND ) h#ONGRESS SHALL MAKE NO LAW    ABRIDGING THE FREEDOM OF
SPEECH OR OF THE PRESS    v	
 #ENT (UDSON 'AS  %LEC #ORP V 0UB 3ERV #OMMN  53  	
  &D AT 
 )D AT n 3ECTION n!	 OF THE !NNOTATED #ODE OF 6IRGINIA IS THE SOURCE OF THE "OARDS
AUTHORITY )D
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THAT APPEARS IN hCOLLEGE STUDENT PUBLICATIONSv 4HE REGULATION CONTAINED IN 4ITLE 
OF THE 6IRGINIA !DMINISTRATIVE #ODE AT 3ECTION nn"		 hnn"		v	
PROHIBITS ALCOHOL ADVERTISEMENTS IN COLLEGE STUDENT PUBLICATIONS UNLESS THEY ARE IN
REFERENCE TO A DINING ESTABLISHMENT 7ITHIN THAT REQUIREMENT THE REGULATION ALSO
PROHIBITS ANY REFERENCE TO BRAND NAMES OR PRICES BUT ALLOWS GENERIC TERMS SUCH AS
hBEERv hWINEv hMIXED BEVERAGESv AND hCOCKTAILSv
%DUCATIONAL -EDIA #OMPANY AT 6IRGINIA 4ECH )NC AND 4HE #AVALIER $AILY )NC
ARE NONPROFIT CORPORATIONS THAT PUBLISH THE COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS AT 6IRGINIA
0OLYTECHNIC )NSTITUTE AND 3TATE 5NIVERSITY #OLLEGIATE 4IMES	 AND THE 5NIVERSITY OF
6IRGINIA 4HE #AVALIER $AILY	 4HE #OLLEGIATE 4IMES AND 4HE #AVALIER $AILY hTHE
COLLEGE NEWSPAPERSv	 ARE AVAILABLE FREE OF CHARGE AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS ON AND AROUND
THE CAMPUSES OF THEIR RESPECTIVE UNIVERSITIES  4HE MAJORITY OF THE READERSHIP OF
BOTH PAPERS IS OVER TWENTYONE YEARS OF AGE !DVERTISING REVENUE MAKES UP ALMOST
ALL OF THE COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS ANNUAL BUDGETS %ACH PAPER ESTIMATED THAT IT LOST
 PER YEAR IN REVENUE BECAUSE OF THE "OARDS RESTRICTIONS ON ALCOHOL
ADVERTISING 4HE COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS BROUGHT A e  CLAIM AGAINST THE INDIVIDUAL
MEMBERS OF THE "OARD ALLEGING THAT TWO OF THE REGULATIONS VIOLATED THE NEWSPAPERS
&IRST !MENDMENT RIGHTS 4HE COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS SOUGHT A DECLARATORY JUDGMENT
AND A PERMANENT INJUNCTION AGAINST ENFORCEMENT OF nn"		 WHICH
SPECIFICALLY REGULATES ALCOHOL ADVERTISING IN COLLEGE STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
  6! !$-).#/$% e nn"		 	 ;HEREINAFTER nn"		=
!DDITIONALLY THE #OLLEGIATE 4IMES AND 4HE #AVALIER $AILY EACH SOUGHT  IN
! hCOLLEGE STUDENT PUBLICATIONv IS DEFINED AS ANY COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY PUBLICATION THAT IS
PREPARED EDITED AND PUBLISHED BY STUDENTS AT SUCH INSTITUTION IS SANCTIONED AS A CURRICULAR OR
EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITY BY SUCH INSTITUTION AND WHICH IS DISTRIBUTED OR INTENDED TO BE DISTRIBUTED
PRIMARILY TO PERSONS UNDER  YEARS OF AGE
)D !FTER 3ECTION nn WAS AMENDED ON -ARCH   THE BAN ON ALCOHOL ADVERTISING IN COLLEGE STUDENT
PUBLICATIONS IS NOW AT 3ECTION nn!		 	
 %DUC -EDIA #O AT 6A 4ECH )NC V 3WECKER .O #6  53 $IST ,%8)3  AT 

%$ 6A -AR  	 3ECTION nn"		 WAS ENACTED IN THE S AFTER 6IRGINIA LOWERED ITS DRINKING
AGE FOR BEER FROM TWENTYONE TO EIGHTEEN )D
 nn"		
 %DUC -EDIA #O AT 6A 4ECH )NC V 3WECKER .O #6  53 $IST ,%8)3  
 

%$ 6A -AR  	 4HE COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS ARE 6IRGINIA C		 CORPORATIONS )D
 )D AT  
 )D !PPROXIMATELY FIFTYNINE PERCENT OF #OLLEGIATE 4IMES READERS ARE OF AGE ROUGHLY SIXTY PERCENT OF
THE READERSHIP OF 4HE #AVALIER $AILY IS OVER TWENTYONE	
 )D AT   h!PPROXIMATELY  OF THE #OLLEGIATE 4IMES ANNUAL BUDGET CAME FROM ADVERTISING IN THE
YEAR v h4HE ANNUAL BUDGET FOR 4HE #AVALIER $AILY IS COMPRISED ALMOST EXCLUSIVELY OF THE REVENUE IT
GENERATES THROUGH ADVERTISINGv	
 )D AT   4HESE AMOUNTS WERE BASED ON ESTIMATED SALES OF ONE QUARTERPAGE OF ALCOHOL ADVERTISEMENTS
PER ISSUE ID WHICH IS A CONSERVATIVE FIGURE BASED ON AT LEAST SIX DOCUMENTED INSTANCES IN WHICH THE COLLEGE
NEWSPAPERS REFUSED INTERESTED ADVERTISERS BECAUSE OF THE BAN )D AT  4HIS FIGURE PRESUMABLY DID NOT TAKE INTO
ACCOUNT THE PROSPECTIVE ADVERTISERS WHO ALREADY KNEW OF THE APPLICABLE LAW AND THUS DID NOT EVEN ATTEMPT TO
RUN ALCOHOL ADS EVEN IF THEY OTHERWISE WOULD HAVE WANTED TO DO SO
 )D AT 
 )D AT  4HE COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS ALSO CHALLENGED 3ECTION nn!	 WHICH RESTRICTED USE OF CERTAIN
TERMS IN ALL PRINT AND ELECTRONIC MEDIA )D 4HIS SECTION WAS AMENDED ON -ARCH   MODIFYING THE
CHALLENGED PASSAGES  6! !$-).#/$% e nn!	
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DAMAGES FOR THE PREVIOUS YEARS LOST ADVERTISING REVENUE !FTER CROSSMOTIONS FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT THE 5NITED 3TATES $ISTRICT #OURT FOR THE %ASTERN $ISTRICT OF
6IRGINIA -AGISTRATE *UDGE (ANNAH ,AUCK APPLIED THE #ENTRAL (UDSON COMMERCIAL
SPEECH TEST AND HELD THAT THE PLAINTIFF COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS WERE ENTITLED TO JUDGMENT
AS A MATTER OF LAW BECAUSE THE REGULATIONS VIOLATED THE &IRST !MENDMENT TO THE
5NITED 3TATES #ONSTITUTION 4HE "OARD APPEALED AND THE 5NITED 3TATES #OURT OF
!PPEALS FOR THE &OURTH #IRCUIT REVIEWED THE CASE TO DETERMINE WHETHER nn
"		 UNCONSTITUTIONALLY RESTRICTED THE COMMERCIAL SPEECH RIGHTS OF THE COLLEGE
NEWSPAPERS
II. LEGAL BACKGROUND 
! 3ECTION  #LAIMS
4ITLE  3ECTION  OF THE 5NITED 3TATES #ODE CREATES A PRIVATE RIGHT OF ACTION
AGAINST GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS ACTING UNDER COLOR OF LAW IN VIOLATION OF CONSTITUTIONAL
RIGHTS 3ECTION  ORIGINALLY WAS ENACTED IN RESPONSE TO RACIAL VIOLENCE AS PART OF
THE +U +LUX +LAN !CT OF  BUT THE 3UPREME #OURTS NARROW INTERPRETATION
LIMITED THE STATUTES EFFECT FOR THE FIRST NINETY YEARS OF ITS EXISTENCE )T WAS NOT UNTIL
THE #IVIL 2IGHTS MOVEMENT OF THE S THAT THE #OURT REACHED ITS CURRENT
INTERPRETATION OF e  AS THE PRIMARY VEHICLE FOR ENFORCING #ONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS
4O PREVAIL ON A e  CLAIM A PLAINTIFF FIRST MUST ASSERT THAT AN EXISTING RIGHT
GRANTED BY THE #ONSTITUTION OR A FEDERAL STATUTE HAS BEEN VIOLATED
 %DUC -EDIA #O AT 6A 4ECH )NC V 3WECKER .O #6  53 $IST ,%8)3  AT 

%$ 6A -AR  	
THEN MUST SHOW
 )D AT n 53 #/.34 AMEND )
 %DUC -EDIA #O AT 6A 4ECH )NC V 3WECKER  & D  TH #IR 	 4HE #OMMONWEALTH OF
6IRGINIA DID NOT APPEAL THE ISSUE OF e nn!	 AND THE &OURTH #IRCUIT ACCORDINGLY DID NOT REVIEW THAT
PORTION OF THE DISTRICT COURTS RULING )D AT 
  53# e  3ECTION  STATES
%VERY PERSON WHO UNDER COLOR OF ANY STATUTE ORDINANCE REGULATION CUSTOM OR USAGE OF ANY
3TATE OR 4ERRITORY OR THE $ISTRICT OF #OLUMBIA SUBJECTS OR CAUSES TO BE SUBJECTED ANY CITIZEN OF
THE 5NITED 3TATES OR OTHER PERSON WITHIN THE JURISDICTION THEREOF TO THE DEPRIVATION OF ANY RIGHTS
PRIVILEGES OR IMMUNITIES SECURED BY THE #ONSTITUTION AND LAWS SHALL BE LIABLE TO THE PARTY INJURED
IN AN ACTION AT LAW SUIT IN EQUITY OR OTHER PROPER PROCEEDING FOR REDRESS    
)D
 3TATE OFFICIALS WHO WERE ACTING IN THEIR OFFICIAL CAPACITIES COULD ESCAPE e  LIABILITY BY BREAKING OR
REFUSING TO ENFORCE STATE LAWS "ECAUSE THEY WERE NOT ACTING IN ACCORDANCE WITH STATE LAW AND THEREFORE WERE NOT
ACTING UNDER COLOR OF STATUTE e  DID NOT COVER THEIR ACTIONS -ONROE V 0APE  53   	
OVERRULED BY-ONELL V $EPT OF 3OC 3ERVS  53   	 4HE #OURT IN-ONELL OVERRULED THE HOLDING
IN-ONROE THAT MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS WERE IMMUNE FROM LIABILITY UNDER e  -ONELL  53 AT 
 -ONROE  53 AT  HOLDING THAT STATE OFFICIALS ACT hUNDER COLOR OF LAWv WHEN THEY ABUSE THEIR
POSITIONS TO DEPRIVE CITIZENS OF #ONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS	 !FTER -ONELL e  APPLIED TO A BROAD RANGE OF RIGHTS
PRIVILEGES AND IMMUNITIES  53 AT n DETERMINING THAT e  hWAS INTENDED TO PROVIDE A REMEDY TO
BE BROADLY CONSTRUED AGAINST ALL FORMS OF OFFICIAL VIOLATION OF FEDERALLY PROTECTED RIGHTSv	
 3ECTION  IS NOT A SOURCE OF RIGHTS IN ITSELF BUT SIMPLY PROVIDES A VEHICLE TO VINDICATE AN UNDERLYING
#ONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT #HAPMAN V (OUSTON 7ELFARE 2IGHTS /RG  53  n 	
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THAT THE RIGHT WAS DEPRIVED BY A PERSON ACTING UNDER COLOR OF STATE LAW &OR e 
PURPOSES STATES MUNICIPALITIES AND THEIR AGENCIES ARE PERSONS WHO HAVE THE
AUTHORITY OF THE STATE 4HE VERY FACT THAT SUCH A PERSONS CONDUCT VIOLATED A
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT IS SUFFICIENT TO GIVE RISE TO A e  CLAIM EVEN IF THE PLAINTIFF
CAN SHOW NO FURTHER HARM 0LAINTIFFS SUING UNDER e  MAY SEEK DAMAGES
ANDOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF
" #OMMERCIAL 3PEECH $OCTRINE
4HE 3UPREME #OURT DEFINES COMMERCIAL SPEECH AS hEXPRESSION RELATED SOLELY TO THE
ECONOMIC INTERESTS OF THE SPEAKER AND ITS AUDIENCEv )N  THE FIRST 3UPREME
#OURT CASE TO INTRODUCE THE CONCEPT OF COMMERCIAL SPEECH 6ALENTINE V
#HRESTENSEN UPHELD #ONGRESSS AUTHORITY TO REGULATE SPEECH THAT IS PURELY
COMMERCIAL IN NATURE 2ECOGNIZING THE VALUE TO CONSUMERS OF OPEN CHANNELS OF
INFORMATION THE 3UPREME #OURT EVENTUALLY REJECTED THIS hHIGHLY PATERNALISTICv
APPROACH AND AFFORDED COMMERCIAL SPEECH hA LIMITED MEASURE OF PROTECTION
COMMENSURATE WITH ITS SUBORDINATE POSITION IN THE SCALE OF &IRST !MENDMENT
VALUESv )N LIMITING PROTECTION FOR SPEECH THAT IS PURELY COMMERCIAL IN NATURE THE
3UPREME #OURT REASONED THAT A COMMON SENSE DISTINCTION BETWEEN COMMERCIAL AND
NONCOMMERCIAL SPEECH WOULD PREVENT DILUTION OF TRADITIONAL FREE SPEECH RIGHTS
 4HE #ENTRAL (UDSON 4EST %STABLISHED )NTERMEDIATE 3CRUTINY FOR 2EVIEW OF
#OMMERCIAL 3PEECH 2EGULATIONS
4HE 3UPREME #OURTS  DECISION IN #ENTRAL (UDSON 'AS  %LECTRIC #ORP V 0UBLIC
3ERVICE #OMMISSION IS THE BENCHMARK FOR WHETHER A REGULATORY BURDEN ON
COMMERCIAL SPEECH VIOLATES THE &IRST !MENDMENT )N #ENTRAL (UDSON THE
3UPREME #OURT HELD THAT RESTRICTIONS ON TRUTHFUL AND NONMISLEADING COMMERCIAL
SPEECH ARE CONSTITUTIONAL IF THEY ARE NOT MORE EXTENSIVE THAN NECESSARY TO SERVE A
SUBSTANTIAL GOVERNMENT INTEREST
 7EST V !TKINS  53   	
4HE CASE PRESENTED THE QUESTION OF WHETHER THE
0UBLIC 3ERVICE #OMMISSION OF THE 3TATE OF .EW 9ORK UNCONSTITUTIONALLY BANNED
 -ONELL  53 AT  OVERRULING -ONROE V 0APE  53  		
 #AREY V 0IPHUS  53   	
 &ARRAR V (OBBY  53   	
  53# e  	 4HE PREVAILING PARTY MAY ALSO RECOVER ATTORNEYS FEES  53# e 
 #ENT (UDSON 'AS  %LEC #ORP V 0UB 3ERV #OMMN  53   	
  53  	
 )D AT  h7E ARE EQUALLY CLEAR THAT THE #ONSTITUTION IMPOSES NO SUCH RESTRAINT ON GOVERNMENT AS
RESPECTS PURELY COMMERCIAL ADVERTISINGv	
 6A 0HARM "D V 6A #ITIZENS #ONSUMER #OUNCIL  53   	
 /HRALIK V /HIO 3TATE "AR !SSN  53   	
 )D AT n
 3EE 4HOMPSON V 7 3TATES -EDICAL #ENTER  53   	  ,IQUORMART )NC V 2HODE
)SLAND  53   	 0OSADAS DE 02 V 4OURSIM #O OF 02  53   	
  53 AT n
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PROMOTIONAL ADVERTISING BY AN ELECTRICAL UTILITY )N $ECEMBER  DURING THE OIL
EMBARGO CRISIS THE 0UBLIC 3ERVICE #OMMISSION ENACTED A REGULATION BANNING ALL
ADVERTISING THAT PROMOTES ENERGY USE BECAUSE THE #OMMISSION BELIEVED THAT .EW
9ORK 3TATE COULD NOT SUPPLY ITS CUSTOMERS THROUGH THE WINTER AT THE CURRENT USAGE
RATE !FTER THE WORST OF THE ENERGY CRISIS THE #ENTRAL (UDSON 'AS  %LECTRIC
#ORPORATION CHALLENGED THE REGULATION ON &IRST !MENDMENT GROUNDS )N RESPONSE
THE #OMMISSION ISSUED A 0OLICY 3TATEMENT ON &EBRUARY   THAT BANNED
PROMOTIONAL ADVERTISING OF UTILITIES #ENTRAL (UDSON AND OTHER UTILITY COMPANIES
SUCCESSFULLY CHALLENGED THE 0OLICY 3TATEMENT IN THE STATE TRIAL COURT BUT THE
#OMMISSIONS ADVERTISING BAN WAS UPHELD AT THE INTERMEDIATE APPELLATE LEVEL AND BY
THE .EW 9ORK #OURT OF !PPEALS
4HE 3UPREME #OURT OF THE 5NITED 3TATES IN #ENTRAL (UDSON REVERSED .EW 9ORKS
HIGH COURT AND REAFFIRMED THAT THE #ONSTITUTION PROTECTS COMMERCIAL SPEECH 4HE
#OURT ALSO RECOGNIZED THAT COMMON SENSE PLAYS A ROLE IN ANALYZING A COMMERCIAL
SPEECH REGULATIONS CONSTITUTIONALITY )N LIGHT OF THIS DISTINCTION THE #OURT HELD
THAT COMMERCIAL SPEECH MERITS LESS CONSTITUTIONAL PROTECTION THAN OTHER FORMS OF
EXPRESSION 4HE 3UPREME #OURT DELINEATED THE FOUR CRITERIA THAT A REGULATION ON
COMMERCIAL SPEECH MUST FULFILL TO JUSTIFY INFRINGING ON THIS CONSTITUTIONAL ALBEIT
LESSER PROTECTION 	 THE COMMERCIAL SPEECH MUST BE PROTECTED BY THE &IRST
!MENDMENT THAT IS IT MUST CONCERN LAWFUL ACTIVITY AND NOT BE MISLEADING 	 THE
ASSERTED GOVERNMENT INTEREST MUST BE SUBSTANTIAL 	 THE REGULATION MUST DIRECTLY
ADVANCE THE GOVERNMENT INTEREST ASSERTED AND 	 THE REGULATION MUST NOT BE MORE
EXTENSIVE THAN IS NECESSARY TO SERVE THAT INTEREST
 )D AT 
!PPLYING THESE PRONGS TO THE CASE
THE #OURT FOUND THAT 	 PROMOTIONAL ADVERTISING OF ENERGY CONCERNED LAWFUL
 )D )N  /0%# RESPONDED TO 53 SUPPORT OF )SRAEL IN THE 9OM +IPPUR 7AR WITH AN EMBARGO ON
CRUDE OIL 4HE RESULTING CRISIS SPAWNED WIDESPREAD CONSERVATION EFFORTS ACROSS THE 53 INCLUDING A NATIONWIDE
 MPH SPEED LIMIT THE CREATION OF NATIONAL RESERVES AND PUBLIC SERVICE ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS URGING CITIZENS
TO REDUCE CONSUMPTION 3EE !D #OUNCIL $ONT "E &UELISH *AN  	 AVAILABLE AT
HTTPWWWWEBCITATIONORGJ7IM,! A THIRTYSECOND PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT THAT AIRED DURING THE
3UPER "OWL
  53 AT 
 )D 4HE #OMMISSION SPLIT ADVERTISING INTO A hPROMOTIONALv CATEGORY AND AN hINSTITUTIONAL AND
INFORMATIONALv CATEGORY BANNING THE FORMER BECAUSE IT RAN hCONTRARY TO THE NATIONAL POLICY OF CONSERVING
ENERGYv )D
 #ONSOL %DISON #O V 0UB 3ERV #OMMN  -ISCD  .9 3UP #T 	 REVD BY  !$D
 .9 #T !PP 	 AFFD BY  .9D  	
  53 AT  h4HE &IRST !MENDMENT AS APPLIED TO THE 3TATES THROUGH THE &OURTEENTH !MENDMENT
PROTECTS COMMERCIAL SPEECH FROM UNWARRANTED GOVERNMENTAL REGULATIONv CITING 6A 0HARM "D V 6A #ITIZENS
#ONSUMER #OUNCIL  53  n 			
 )D AT  ACKNOWLEDGING hTHE COMMONSENSE DISTINCTION BETWEEN SPEECH PROPOSING A COMMERCIAL
TRANSACTION WHICH OCCURS IN AN AREA TRADITIONALLY SUBJECT TO GOVERNMENT REGULATION AND OTHER VARIETIES OF
SPEECHv QUOTING /HRALIK V /HIO 3TATE "AR !SSN  53  	 INTERNAL QUOTATION MARKS OMITTED			
 )D AT n h4HE #ONSTITUTION THEREFORE ACCORDS A LESSER PROTECTION TO COMMERCIAL SPEECH THAN TO
OTHER CONSTITUTIONALLY GUARANTEED EXPRESSIONv QUOTING /HRALIK  53 AT 	 INTERNAL QUOTATION MARKS
OMITTED		
 )D AT n
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ACTIVITY AND WAS NOT MISLEADING 	 THE GOVERNMENT INTEREST IN ENERGY CONSERVATION
WAS SUBSTANTIAL AND 	 A BAN ON SUCH ADVERTISEMENTS DIRECTLY AND MATERIALLY
ADVANCED THAT INTEREST HOWEVER THE #OURT STRUCK DOWN THE REGULATION BECAUSE 	
THE #OMMISSION COULD NOT SHOW THAT A hMORE LIMITED SPEECH REGULATION WOULD BE
INEFFECTIVEv INVALIDATING THE TOTAL BAN ON SPEECH ORDINARILY PROTECTED BY THE &IRST
!MENDMENT
 4HE 3UPREME #OURT (AS !PPLIED #ENTRAL (UDSON )NCONSISTENTLY
!T FIRST THE STRINGENT #ENTRAL (UDSON TEST MANDATED USING THE LEAST RESTRICTIVE
REGULATIONS POSSIBLE BUT IN THE  DECISION IN "OARD OF 4RUSTEES V &OX THE
3UPREME #OURT LOWERED THE STANDARD BY HOLDING THAT COMMERCIAL SPEECH
REGULATIONS REQUIRED ONLY A REASONABLE FIT TO ACHIEVE THE GOVERNMENTS ENDS 4HIS
RELAXED STANDARD HAD PREVIOUSLY MANIFESTED ITSELF IN 0OSADAS DE 0UERTO 2ICO
!SSOCIATES V 4OURISM #O OF 0UERTO 2ICO IN WHICH THE #OURT DECLARED THAT THE
GOVERNMENTS INTERESTS IN PROTECTING THE WELFARE OF ITS CITIZENS JUSTIFIED BANNING
ADVERTISEMENTS FOR CASINO GAMBLING
7HILE THE 3UPREME #OURT HAS ALTERNATED BETWEEN UPHOLDING COMMERCIAL SPEECH
REGULATIONS AND STRIKING THEM DOWN IN RECENT YEARS THE #OURT HAS TAKEN A
SPEECHPROTECTIVE STANCE 4HESE VACILLATING DECISIONS HINGED ON THE THIRD AND
FOURTH PRONGS OF THE #ENTRAL (UDSON TEST )N THE  DECISION  ,IQUORMART V
2HODE )SLAND THE 3UPREME #OURT SHIFTED BACK TO A MORE SPEECHPROTECTIVE
ANALYSIS INVALIDATING A STATUTE THAT PROHIBITED THE ADVERTISEMENT OF ALCOHOL PRICES
BECAUSE THE BAN PROVIDED ONLY INEFFECTIVE AND REMOTE SUPPORT FOR PROMOTING
TEMPERANCE AND HIGHER PRICES COULD BE MAINTAINED BY OTHER LESS SPEECHRESTRICTIVE
MEANS 4HEN IN ,ORILLARD 4OBACCO #O V 2EILLY
 )D AT n CITING LESS SPEECHRESTRICTIVE ALTERNATIVES SUCH AS ALLOWING ADVERTISEMENTS FOR hDEVICES OR
SERVICES THAT WOULD CAUSE NO NET INCREASE IN TOTAL ENERGY USEv	
THE 3UPREME #OURT STRUCK DOWN
 "D OF 4RUSTEES V &OX  53  	
 )D AT  4HE #OURT MAINTAINED THAT THE REASONABLE FIT TEST WAS NOT OVERLY PERMISSIVE STATING THAT
h;I=T IS FAR DIFFERENT OF COURSE FROM THE @RATIONAL BASIS TEST USED FOR &OURTEENTH !MENDMENT EQUAL PROTECTION
ANALYSISv )D
 0OSADAS DE 02 V 4OURSIM #O OF 02  53  	
 )D AT 
 3EE ID 5NITED 3TATES V %DGE "ROAD  53   	
 3EE  ,IQUORMART )NC V 2HODE )SLAND  53  	 2UBIN V #OORS "REWING #O  53
  	 %DENFIELD V &ANE  53   	 #INCINNATI V $ISCOVERY .ETWORK  53 
 	
 3ORRELL V )-3 (EALTH )NC ???? 53 ????   3 #T   	 4HOMPSON V 7 3TATES
-EDICAL #ENTER  53  	 ,ORILLARD 4OBACCO #O V 2EILLY  53   	
 3TEPS ONE AND TWO ARE USUALLY hTHE EASY PARTv BUT PRONGS THREE AND FOUR CREATE MUCH MORE DISPUTE
#LAY #ALVERT 7ENDY !LLEN"RUNNER  #HRISTINA - ,OCKE 0LAYING 0OLITICS OR 0ROTECTING #HILDREN #ONGRESSIONAL
!CTION  A &IRST !MENDMENT !NALYSIS OF THE &AMILY 3MOKING 0REVENTION AND 4OBACCO #ONTROL !CT  * ,%')3 
 	
  ,IQUORMART  53  	
 )D SEE ALSO 'REATER .EW /RLEANS "ROAD !SSN V 5NITED 3TATES  53  n 	 4HE
5NITED 3TATES 3UPREME #OURT DECIDED 'REATER .EW /RLEANS ON A SECOND GRANT OF CERTIORARI AFTER THE &IFTH #IRCUIT
RECONSIDERED THE CASE IN LIGHT OF  ,IQUORMART )D 4HE &OURTH #IRCUIT ALSO RECONSIDERED A COMMERCIAL SPEECH
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A BAN ON OUTDOOR ADVERTISING OF SMOKELESS TOBACCO AND CIGARS BECAUSE THE
RESTRICTION WAS UNDULY BROAD AND EFFECTIVELY PREVENTED BUSINESSES FROM
DISSEMINATING INFORMATION ABOUT LAWFUL PRODUCTS TO ADULTS -OST RECENTLY THE
&IRST !MENDMENT ARGUMENT HAS PREVAILED IN EVERY 3UPREME #OURT COMMERCIAL
SPEECH CASE
 4HE 3UPREME #OURTS )NCONSISTENCY (AS ,ED TO A #IRCUIT 3PLIT
! PAIR OF &OURTH #IRCUIT DECISIONS IN THE MIDS CAUSED CONSTERNATION BECAUSE OF
THEIR PERCEIVED INCONSISTENCY WITH THE 3UPREME #OURTS OVERALL PROTECTIVE STANCE
TOWARD COMMERCIAL SPEECH )N !NHEUSER"USCH )NC V 3CHMOKE AND 0ENN
!DVERTISING V -AYOR OF "ALTIMORE THE &OURTH #IRCUIT UPHELD BANS ON OUTDOOR
ADVERTISEMENTS OF ALCOHOL AND TOBACCO RESPECTIVELY )N BOTH CASES THE &OURTH
#IRCUIT HELD THAT THE BANS MET THE THIRD AND FOURTH PRONGS OF THE #ENTRAL (UDSON
TEST DEFERRING TO THE LEGISLATURE ON THE QUESTIONS OF DIRECT MATERIAL ADVANCEMENT
AND REASONABLE FIT 4HE THREEJUDGE PANEL REASONED THAT THE BAN MET THE THIRD
PRONG AS LONG AS IT WAS REASONABLE TO CONCLUDE THAT THE REGULATION WOULD DIRECTLY
AND MATERIALLY ADVANCE THE STATED INTEREST
DECISION IN LIGHT OF  ,IQUORMART BUT THE 3UPREME #OURT DENIED THE SECOND CERTIORARI PETITION 3EE INFRA NOTES
n AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
5NDER THE FOURTH PRONG THE &OURTH
#IRCUIT RECOGNIZED THAT OTHER MEANS COULD MORE EFFECTIVELY PROMOTE THE WELFARE AND
TEMPERANCE OF MINORS BUT CONCLUDED THAT BANNING OUTDOOR ADVERTISEMENTS
  53  	
 )D AT 
 #ALVERT ET AL 0LAYING 0OLITICS OR 0ROTECTING #HILDREN SUPRA NOTE  AT  3EE ALSO 3ORRELL  3 #T AT
 4HOMPSON  53 AT  ,ORILLARD  53 AT  'REATER .EW /RLEANS  53 AT 
#OMMENTATORS PERCEIVE THE 3UPREME #OURTS PROCOMMERCIAL SPEECH SLANT IN #ITIZENS 5NITED V &ED %LECTION
#OMMN ???? 53 ????   3 #T  	 WHERE THE #OURT HELD THAT CORPORATIONS ARE PEOPLE FOR &IRST
!MENDMENT POLITICAL SPEECH PURPOSES 4AMARA 2 0IETY #ITIZENS 5NITED AND THE 4HREAT TO THE 2EGULATORY 3TATE
 -ICH , 2EV &IRST )MPRESSIONS  	 HTTPWWWMICHIGANLAWREVIEWORGASSETSFIPIETYPDF 4HE
#ITIZENS 5NITED CASE IS FOR NOW OUT OF THE SCOPE OF THIS ARTICLE BUT THE DECISION MAY EVENTUALLY RESULT IN
HEIGHTENED PROTECTION FOR COMMERCIAL SPEECH
 3EE EG $ANIEL % 4ROY 4AKING #OMMERCIAL 3PEECH 3ERIOUSLY  &2%% 30%%#(  %,%#4)/. , 02!#4)#%
.%73, -AY  	 HTTPWWWFEDSOCORGPUBLICATIONSDETAILTAKINGCOMMERCIALSPEECHSERIOUSLY h4WO
RECENT &OURTH #IRCUIT DECISIONS DEMONSTRATE THE PERILS OF SUCH ANALYSIS NOTWITHSTANDING THE OUTCOME OF 
,IQUORMART AND MOST OF THE 3UPREME #OURTS DECISIONS WHICH ARE GENERALLY PROTECTIVE OF COMMERCIAL SPEECHv	
CF 9ABO ,IN .OTE 0UT A 2EIN ON 4HAT 5NRULY (ORSE "ALANCING THE &REEDOM OF #OMMERCIAL 3PEECH AND THE
0ROTECTION OF #HILDREN IN 2ESTRICTING #IGARETTE "ILLBOARD !DVERTISING  7!3( 5 * 52"  #/.4%-0 ,  
	 POSITING THAT THE &OURTH #IRCUITS RULING hWILL HAVE SIGNIFICANT IMPACT ON THE #LINTON ADMINISTRATIONS
PROPOSALS RESTRICTING CIGARETTE ADVERTISING IN VARIOUS MEDIAv	
  &D  TH #IR 	 ;HEREINAFTER !NHEUSER"USCH )= AFFD IN PART ON REMAND  &D  TH
#IR 	
  &D  TH #IR 	 ;HEREINAFTER 0ENN !DVERTISING )= AFFD IN PART ON REMAND  &D 
TH #IR 	
 !NHEUSER"USCH )  &D AT  0ENN !DVERTISING )  &D AT 
 !NHEUSER"USCH )  &D AT  0ENN !DVERTISING )  &D AT  4HE &OURTH #IRCUIT SHOWED
MORE DEFERENCE WHEN THE LEGISLATURE WAS REGULATING PRODUCTS CONSIDERED SOCIALLY HARMFUL EVEN THOUGH THERE IS
NO hVICEv EXCEPTION TO COMMERCIAL SPEECH PROTECTION  ,IQUORMART  53 AT n
 !NHEUSER"USCH )  &D AT n 0ENN !DVERTISING )  &D AT 
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REASONABLY FIT THE ADVANCEMENT OF THE LEGISLATURES GOAL 4HE 3UPREME #OURT
GRANTED CERTIORARI BUT REMANDED THE CASES FOR RECONSIDERATION IN LIGHT OF THE
DECISION IN  ,IQUORMART WHICH STRUCK DOWN A BAN ON ALCOHOL PRICE ADVERTISING
/N REMAND THE &OURTH #IRCUIT CONCLUDED THAT THE  ,IQUORMART DECISION DID NOT
REQUIRE DIFFERENT RESULTS AND UPHELD THE BANS ON OUTDOOR ALCOHOL AND TOBACCO
ADVERTISING
/THER #IRCUIT #OURTS OF !PPEALS HAVE SHOWN LESS DEFERENCE TO LEGISLATURES WHEN
ANALYZING PRONGS THREE AND FOUR OF THE #ENTRAL (UDSON TEST -OST NOTABLY THE
4HIRD #IRCUIT ANALYZED AND STRUCK DOWN A BAN ON ALCOHOL ADVERTISEMENTS IN
COLLEGIATE MEDIA IN ITS  DECISION IN 0ITT .EWS V 0APPERT 0ENNSYLVANIAS ,IQUOR
#ODE !CT  PROHIBITED ALCOHOL ADVERTISEMENTS IN COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS 4HE 0ITT
.EWS THE COLLEGE NEWSPAPER AT THE 5NIVERSITY OF 0ITTSBURGH CHALLENGED THE
ADVERTISING BAN ALLEGING THAT THE LAW VIOLATED THE &IRST !MENDMENT BY
UNCONSTITUTIONALLY RESTRICTING COMMERCIAL SPEECH !PPLYING THE #ENTRAL (UDSON
TEST THE COURT HELD THAT THE 0ENNSYLVANIA ,EGISLATURE RELIED ON hNOTHING MORE THAN
SPECULATION AND CONJECTUREv IN JUSTIFYING THE BAN IN ALL COLLEGE MEDIA AND THAT THE
STATUTE FAILED TO FORM A REASONABLE FIT TO THE ASSERTED STATE INTEREST AS REQUIRED BY
"OARD OF 4RUSTEES V &OX 4HE 4HIRD #IRCUIT ALSO FOUND THAT THE ADVERTISING BAN
hUNJUSTIFIABLY IMPOSE;D= A FINANCIAL BURDEN ON A PARTICULAR SEGMENT OF THE MEDIA
IE MEDIA ASSOCIATED WITH UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGESv
4HE COMMERCIAL SPEECH REGULATION OF ALCOHOL ADVERTISING IN COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS
AT ISSUE IN %DUCATIONAL -EDIA V 3WECKER WAS A MATTER OF FIRST IMPRESSION IN THE
&OURTH #IRCUIT
 !NHEUSER"USCH )  &D AT  0ENN !DVERTISING )  &D AT n
(OWEVER DESPITE THE FACTUAL SIMILARITIES BETWEEN THIS CASE AND 0ITT
  53  	  53  	
  &D  TH #IR 	 ;HEREINAFTER 0ENN !DVERTISING ))=  &D  TH #IR 	
;HEREINAFTER !NHEUSER"USCH ))=
 3EE .ATL !DVERTISING #O V 4OWN OF "ABYLON  & D   D #IR 	 !CKERLEY #OMMCNS
OF -ASS V #ITY OF 3OMERVILLE  & D   ST #IR 	
  &D   	 UNANIMOUS THREE JUDGE PANEL #IRCUIT *UDGE 3AMUEL ! !LITO #IRCUIT *UDGE
-ICHAEL #HERTOFF 3ENIOR $ISTRICT *UDGE $ICKINSON 2 $EBEVOISE SITTING BY DESIGNATION	
  0! 34!4 !.. e n
 )D e nE		 BANNING ALCOHOL ADVERTISING IN ANY NEWSPAPER hPUBLISHED BY FOR OR IN BEHALF OF ANY
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONv	
 0ITT .EWS  &D AT  4HE 0ITT .EWS RELIED ON ADVERTISING FOR ITS ENTIRE OPERATING BUDGET )D
 )D AT n 4HEN#IRCUIT *UDGE !LITO CALLED THE STATUTE hBOTH SEVERELY OVER AND UNDERINCLUSIVEv
BECAUSE IT APPLIED ONLY TO COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS AND NOT OTHER MEDIA YET THE MAJORITY OF THE READERS AFFECTED WERE
OVER TWNTYONE YEARS OLD )D AT 
 )D AT  3UCH LAWS ARE PRESUMPTIVELY INVALID 4HE GOVERNMENT WOULD HAVE TO SHOW THAT THE LAW IS
hNECESSARY TO ACHIEVE AN OVERRIDING GOVERNMENTAL INTERESTv -INNEAPOLIS 3TAR  4RIBUNE #O V #OMMR 
53   	
 $ESPITE THE FACT THAT THE STATUTE HAS BEEN ON THE BOOKS IN ONE FORM OR ANOTHER SINCE THE REPEAL OF
0ROHIBITION "RYCE , &RIEDMAN !LCOHOL !D "AN 5PHELD "ASED ON h#OMMON 3ENSEv 6IEW OF ST !MENDMENT
2IGHTS 4HE ,EGAL 0ULSE 7!3().'4/. ,%'!, &/5.$!4)/. -AY   AVAILABLE AT
HTTPWLFLEGALPULSECOMFRIEDMAN?ALCOHOLADBAN?SWECKER NEITHER STATE NOR FEDERAL COURTS HAVE
CONSTRUED THIS STATUTE %DUC -EDIA #O AT 6A 4ECH )NC V 3WECKER .O #6  53 $IST ,%8)3
 AT 
 %$ 6A -AR  	 4HE "OARD LATER ARGUED THAT BECAUSE A STATE COURT HAS NOT CONSTRUED THE
STATUTE THE 3UPREME #OURT SHOULD DENY THE COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS PETITION FOR CERTIORARI "RIEF IN /PPOSITION OF
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.EWS V 0APPERT THE &OURTH #IRCUIT REACHED THE OPPOSITE CONCLUSION 4HE
3UPREME #OURT OF THE 5NITED 3TATES DENIED THE COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS PETITION FOR
CERTIORARI LEAVING THE 4HIRD AND &OURTH #IRCUITS WITH OPPOSITE RULINGS IN NEARLY
IDENTICAL FACTUAL SITUATIONS
III. THE COURT’S REASONING 
! THREEJUDGE PANEL OF THE 5NITED 3TATES #OURT OF !PPEALS FOR THE &OURTH #IRCUIT
REVERSED THE DISTRICT COURTS ORDER THAT HAD GRANTED SUMMARY JUDGMENT IN FAVOR OF
%DUCATIONAL -EDIA #OMPANY AT 6IRGINIA 4ECH )NC AND 4HE #AVALIER $AILY )NC
*UDGE $ENNIS 7 3HEDD JOINED BY 3ENIOR *UDGE #LYDE ( (AMILTON HELD THAT 4ITLE
 OF THE 6IRGINIA !DMINISTRATIVE #ODE 3ECTION nn"		 CONSTITUTIONALLY
REGULATES COMMERCIAL SPEECH BECAUSE IT MEETS ALL FOUR PRONGS OF THE #ENTRAL (UDSON
TEST *UDGE .ORMAN + -OON DISSENTED
! 4HE -AJORITY
4HE &OURTH #IRCUIT PANEL REVIEWED THE DISTRICT COURTS GRANT OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT
DE NOVO VIEWING THE FACTS IN THE LIGHT MOST FAVORABLE TO THE "OARD 4HE DISTRICT
COURT HAD FOUND THE STATUTE FACIALLY UNCONSTITUTIONAL AND HAD NOT REACHED THE
QUESTION OF WHETHER IT WAS UNCONSTITUTIONAL AS APPLIED TO THE COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS
4HE &OURTH #IRCUIT THUS CONSIDERED ONLY WHETHER nn"		 IS UNCONSTITUTIONAL
ON ITS FACE
"OTH PARTIES AGREED THAT THE FOURPART #ENTRAL (UDSON TEST WOULD BE DISPOSITIVE
OF THE QUESTION WHETHER nn"		 VIOLATES THE COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS &IRST
!MENDMENT RIGHTS &IRST THE &OURTH #IRCUIT CONSIDERED WHETHER THE COMMERCIAL
SPEECH IN THIS CASE CONCERNS LAWFUL ACTIVITY AND IS NOT MISLEADING
0ETITION FOR 7RIT OF #ERTIORARI AT  %DUC -EDIA #O AT 6A 4ECH )NC V 3WECKER  &D  TH #IR 	
.O 	  7,  AT 

4HE "OARD
ARGUED THAT nn"		 CONCERNS UNLAWFUL ACTIVITY BECAUSE IT APPLIES ONLY TO
STUDENT NEWSPAPERS PRIMARILY INTENDED FOR DISTRIBUTION TO PERSONS UNDER TWENTY
  &D   TH #IR 	
  3 #T  .OV  	 4HE "OARD MAINTAINS THAT THERE IS NO CIRCUIT SPLIT BECAUSE THE TWO CASES
hCONSTITUTE FACTSPECIFIC APPLICATIONS OF LEGAL PRINCIPLES TO DIFFERENT REGULATIONS BASED ON DIFFERING EVIDENTIARY
RECORDSv "RIEF IN /PPOSITION OF 0ETITION FOR 7RIT OF #ERTIORARI AT  %DUC -EDIA #O AT 6A 4ECH V 3WECKER
 &D  TH #IR 	 .O 	  7,  AT 

  &D   	
 )D
 )D AT  -OON * DISSENTING	 *UDGE -OON IS A 5NITED 3TATES $ISTRICT *UDGE FOR THE 7ESTERN $ISTRICT
OF 6IRGINIA AND WAS SITTING BY DESIGNATION IN THIS CASE )D AT 
 )D
 )D AT 
 )D AT 
 )D
 )D AT n
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ONE YEARS OF AGE 4HE COURT REJECTED THIS ARGUMENT BASED ON PRECEDENT HOLDING
THAT hADVERTISEMENTS FOR AGERESTRICTEDBUT OTHERWISE LAWFULPRODUCTS CONCERN
LAWFUL ACTIVITY WHERE THE AUDIENCE COMPRISES BOTH UNDERAGE AND OFAGE MEMBERSv
)N THIS FACIAL PREENFORCEMENT CHALLENGE THE COURT ASSUMED THAT THE SPEECH WAS NOT
MISLEADING BECAUSE THE "OARD OFFERED NO EVIDENCE THAT THE SPEECH WAS ACTUALLY
MISLEADING 4HE COURT HELD THAT THE &IRST !MENDMENT PROTECTS ALCOHOL
ADVERTISEMENTS IN COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS
4HE COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS DID NOT DISPUTE THE "OARDS CONTENTION THAT IT HAS hA
SUBSTANTIAL INTEREST IN COMBATING THE SERIOUS PROBLEM OF UNDERAGE AND ABUSIVE
DRINKING BY COLLEGE STUDENTSv !CCORDINGLY THE COURT THEN FOUND THAT THE ASSERTED
GOVERNMENT INTEREST WAS SUBSTANTIAL ENOUGH TO SATISFY THE SECOND PRONG OF THE
#ENTRAL (UDSON TEST
.EXT THE COURT INQUIRED INTO THE THIRD PRONG OF THE #ENTRAL (UDSON TEST WHETHER
nn"		 hDIRECTLY AND MATERIALLY ADVANCES THE GOVERNMENTS SUBSTANTIAL
INTERESTv &OCUSING ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE 3TATES INTERESTS AND THE
ADVERTISING BAN THE COURT STATED THAT WHILE THE hRELATIONSHIP OR LINK NEED NOT BE
PROVEN BY EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE    IT MAY BE SUPPORTED BY HISTORY CONSENSUS AND
SIMPLE COMMON SENSEv 4HE COURT QUALIFIED HOWEVER THAT hTHE LINK IS INSUFFICIENT
IF IT IS IRRATIONAL CONTRARY TO SPECIFIC DATA OR ROOTED IN SPECULATION OR CONJECTUREv
4HE COURT REASONED THAT THE COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS TARGET COLLEGE STUDENTS AND hPLAY AN
INIMITABLE ROLE ON CAMPUSv STRENGTHENING THE CORRELATION BETWEEN ADVERTISING
CONTAINED IN THEM AND STUDENT DEMAND FOR THOSE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES )N
SUPPORT OF THIS CONCLUSION THE COURT ATTEMPTED TO USE COMMON SENSE STATING THAT
hTHE FACT THAT ALCOHOL VENDORS WANT TO ADVERTISE IN COLLEGE STUDENT PUBLICATIONSv
ESTABLISHED THE LINK BETWEEN ADVERTISEMENTS AND DEMAND BECAUSE IT WOULD BE
COUNTERINTUITIVE FOR RESTAURANT OWNERS TO SPEND THEIR MONEY IF THEY DID NOT BELIEVE
THE ADVERTISEMENTS WOULD STIMULATE COLLEGE STUDENT DEMAND
 )D AT 
"ECAUSE THE COLLEGE
NEWSPAPERS FAILED hTO PROVIDE EVIDENCE TO SPECIFICALLY CONTRADICT THIS LINK OR TO
RECOGNIZE THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN ADVERTISEMENTS IN MASS MEDIA AND THOSE IN
TARGETED LOCAL MEDIAv THE &OURTH #IRCUIT HELD THAT THE ADVERTISING BAN DIRECTLY AND
MATERIALLY ADVANCED THE ASSERTED SUBSTANTIAL GOVERNMENT INTEREST IN CURBING
 )D CITING 7 6A !SSN OF #LUB /WNERS  &RATERNAL 3ERVS )NC V -USGRAVE  &D   TH
#IR 	 AND !NHEUSER"USCH )  &D   TH #IR 		
 )D AT  CITING-USGRAVE  &D AT 	
 )D AT 
 )D
 )D
 )D CITING-USGRAVE  &D AT 	 INTERNAL QUOTATION MARKS OMITTED	
 )D QUOTING ,ORILLARD 4OBACCO #O V 2EILLY  53   	 QUOTING &LA "AR V 7ENT &OR )T
)NC  53   	 INTERNAL QUOTATION MARKS OMITTED			
 )D CITING-USGRAVE  &D AT 	
 )D AT  4HOUGH THE #OURT CORRECTLY STATED THAT THE RELATIONSHIP NEED NOT BE PROVEN BY EMPIRICAL
DATA THERE WAS NO EMPIRICAL DATA AS TO ANY CORRELATION BETWEEN ADVERTISING IN COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS AND STUDENT
DEMAND )D
 )D EMPHASIS IN ORIGINAL	
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UNDERAGE AND ABUSIVE DRINKING BY COLLEGE STUDENTS SATISFYING THE THIRD #ENTRAL
(UDSON PRONG
&INALLY THE COURT CONSIDERED WHETHER THE RESTRICTIONS UNDER nn"		 WERE
hNARROWLY DRAWNv 4HE MAJORITY STRESSED THAT A STATE MUST CONSIDER ALTERNATIVE
MEANS OF REGULATION 4HE COURT REASONED THAT BECAUSE 6IRGINIA HAS A
COMPREHENSIVE SCHEME TO SERVE ITS INTEREST IN REDUCING UNDERAGE AND ABUSIVE
DRINKING THE "OARD COULD NOT USE COMMERCIAL SPEECH REGULATIONS TO REPLACE
ALTERNATIVES THAT DO NOT LIMIT SPEECH
4HE &OURTH #IRCUIT FOUND THAT nn"		 IS NARROWLY TAILORED TO SERVE THE
"OARDS SUBSTANTIAL INTEREST BECAUSE THE BAN ONLY PROHIBITS CERTAIN TYPES OF
ADVERTISEMENTS AND THE RESTRICTION ONLY APPLIES TO COLLEGE STUDENT PUBLICATIONS
&IRST THE COURT OBSERVED THAT THE PROVISION IS NOT A COMPLETE ADVERTISING BAN AND
ALLOWS RESTAURANTS TO INDICATE WHAT TYPES OF ALCOHOL THEY SERVE 3ECOND THE COURT
NOTED THAT THE BAN APPLIES ONLY TO COLLEGE STUDENT PUBLICATIONS THAT ARE TARGETED TO
UNDERAGE STUDENTS AND DOES NOT APPLY ON ITS FACE TO ALL POSSIBLE STUDENT
PUBLICATIONS
4HE COURT ALSO NOTED THAT nn"		 COMPLEMENTS THE "OARDS OTHER NON
SPEECH RELATED EFFORTS SUCH AS EDUCATION AND ENFORCEMENT PROGRAMS 4HE COLLEGE
NEWSPAPERS ARGUED THAT THE ADVERTISING BAN IS NOT THE LEAST RESTRICTIVE MEANS TO
ACHIEVE THE ASSERTED GOVERNMENT INTEREST BUT THE COURT REJECTED THAT ARGUMENT
BECAUSE nn"		 NEEDS ONLY TO BE IN PROPORTION TO THE INTEREST IT SERVES AND
THE "OARD SHOWED THE REASONABLE FIT REQUIRED UNDER #ENTRAL (UDSON AND "OARD OF
4RUSTEES V &OX
4HE 5NITED 3TATES #OURT OF !PPEALS FOR THE &OURTH #IRCUIT FOUND THAT nn
"		 CONCERNED COMMERCIAL SPEECH PROTECTED BY THE &IRST !MENDMENT BUT
HELD THAT THE ADVERTISING BAN PASSED #ONSTITUTIONAL MUSTER UNDER #ENTRAL (UDSON
BECAUSE IT IS A NARROWLY TAILORED REGULATION THAT DIRECTLY AND MATERIALLY ADVANCES A
SUBSTANTIAL GOVERNMENT INTEREST
 )D EMPHASIS IN ORIGINAL	
4HE &OURTH #IRCUIT DENIED THE COLLEGE
 )D QUOTING #ENT (UDSON 'AS  %LEC #ORP V 0UB 3ERV #OMMN  53   		
 )D INQUIRING NOT WHETHER THE RESTRICTIONS ARE THE LEAST RESTRICTIVE MEANS POSSIBLE BUT WHETHER THEY
HAVE A hREASONABLE FIT WITH THE GOVERNMENTS INTEREST    THAT REPRESENTS NOT NECESSARILY THE SINGLE BEST
DISPOSITION BUT ONE WHOSE SCOPE IS IN PROPORTION TO THE INTEREST SERVEDv	
 )D AT  ADVERTISING REGULATIONS MUST hCOMPLEMENT NONSPEECH ALTERNATIVES NOT SERVE AS SUBSTITUTES
FOR THEMv QUOTING 7 6A !SSN OF #LUB /WNERS  &RATERNAL 3ERVS )NC V -USGRAVE  &D   TH
#IR 	 INTERNAL QUOTATION MARKS OMITTED			
 )D AT 
 )D AT n
 )D AT 
 )D AT  THE ADVERTISING REGULATION IS A hCOSTEFFECTIVE PREVENTION METHOD THAT PROPERLY
COMPLEMENTSv THE OVERALL REGULATORY SCHEME	
 )D CITING-USGRAVE  &D AT  QUOTING 'REATER .EW /RLEANS "ROAD !SSN V 5NITED 3TATES 
53   			
 )D
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NEWSPAPERS PETITION FOR REHEARING AND ORDERED THE PERMANENT INJUNCTION
VACATED
" 4HE $ISSENT
*UDGE -OON DISSENTED (E BEGAN BY EXAMINING THE ISSUE OF WHETHER nn"		
APPLIES TO THE #OLLEGIATE 4IMES AND 4HE #AVALIER $AILY AT ALL *UDGE -OON STATED
THAT THE COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS SHOULD NOT FALL UNDER THE AMBIT OF THE ADVERTISING BAN
BECAUSE THE MAJORITY OF THEIR READERS ARE OVER TWENTYONE YEARS OF AGE 4HUS
*UDGE -OON WROTE THAT HE WOULD RESOLVE THE CASE ON THE GROUNDS THAT THE STATUTE
DOES NOT ON ITS FACE APPLY TO THE COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS WITHOUT REACHING THE &IRST
!MENDMENT QUESTION (IS SOLUTION WOULD PROVIDE THE COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS WITH
COMPLETE RELIEF WITHOUT ANY BURDEN ON THE "OARD (OWEVER BECAUSE BOTH THE
DISTRICT COURT AND THE MAJORITY CONSIDERED THE CASE ON THE MERITS *UDGE -OON DID AS
WELL
!S TO THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF THE REGULATION *UDGE -OON ALSO FOLLOWED THE FOUR
PART #ENTRAL (UDSON TEST BUT CONCLUDED THAT nn"		 DID NOT MEET THE THIRD
AND FOURTH #ENTRAL (UDSON PRONGS *UDGE -OON FIRST REASONED THAT THE "OARD DID
NOT DEMONSTRATE THAT THE ADVERTISING BAN DIRECTLY ADVANCED THE ASSERTED GOVERNMENT
INTEREST TO A MATERIAL DEGREE 4HE BURDEN CANNOT BE SATISFIED *UDGE -OON WROTE
BY hMERE SPECULATION OR CONJECTUREv AND IT IS INSUFFICIENT IF THE LAW PROVIDES ONLY
hINEFFECTIVE OR REMOTE SUPPORTv OR IF THERE IS LITTLE CHANCE THAT THE LAW WILL
ADVANCE THE ASSERTED INTEREST 3TRESSING THAT THE GOVERNMENT HAD THE BURDEN TO
SHOW THE LAWS EFFECTIVENESS *UDGE -OON AGREED WITH THE DISTRICT COURT THAT THE
"OARD FAILED TO MAKE THIS SHOWING
*UDGE -OON FOUND THE 5NITED 3TATES #OURT OF !PPEALS FOR THE 4HIRD #IRCUITS
OPINION IN 0ITT .EWS V 0APPERT PERSUASIVE IN THIS CASE )N 0ITT .EWS V 0APPERT THE
4HIRD #IRCUIT INVALIDATED A 0ENNSYLVANIA STATUTE BANNING ALCOHOL ADVERTISING BY
COLLEGE MEDIA
 )D
,IKE THE 0ENNSYLVANIA LAW WHICH FAILED THE THIRD AND FOURTH
  &D AT  -OON * DISSENTING	 )NDEED 4HE #AVALIER $AILY AND #OLLEGIATE 4IMES BOTH STATE ON
THEIR MASTHEADS THAT THEY SERVE THE COMMUNITY ASSOCIATED WITH THEIR RESPECTIVE UNIVERSITIES
 )D REASONING THAT hTHESE COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS ARE NOT @DISTRIBUTED OR INTENDED TO BE DISTRIBUTED
PRIMARILY TO PERSONS UNDER THE AGE OF  YEARS OF AGEv	 QUOTING nn"			
 )D CITING !SHWANDER V 4ENN 6ALLEY !UTH  53   	 "RANDEIS * CONCURRING		
!VOIDING A #ONSTITUTIONAL QUESTION BY RESOLVING A CASE ON OTHER GROUNDS IS A hCARDINAL PRINCIPLEv OF 3UPREME
#OURT JURISPRUDENCE #ROWELL V "ENSON  53   	
  &D AT  N
 )D AT 
 )D AT  
 )D AT 
 )D QUOTING %DENFIELD V &ANE  53  n 		
 )D CITING ,ORILLARD 4OBACCO #O V 2EILLY  53   		
 )D
 )D AT n
 0ITT .EWS V 0APPERT  &D  D #IR 	
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PRONGS OF THE #ENTRAL (UDSON TEST *UDGE -OON FOUND THAT nn"		 WAS
SUPPORTED BY NO MORE THAN hSPECULATION AND CONJECTUREv *UDGE -OON FOUND
THAT THE RECORD DID NOT SUPPORT THE LINK BETWEEN THE ADVERTISING BAN AND DECREASED
STUDENT DEMAND FOR ALCOHOL 4HE 0ITT .EWS V 0APPERT COURT FOUND THAT THE
0ENNSYLVANIA ADVERTISING BAN APPLIED ONLY TO A VERY NARROW SECTOR OF THE MEDIA
WHICH IN *UDGE -OONS OPINION PARALLELED nn"		S APPLICATION TO COLLEGE
NEWSPAPERS *UDGE -OON POINTED TO THE 0ITT .EWS V 0APPERT COURTS REASONING
THAT STUDENTS ARE EXPOSED TO A hTORRENTv OF ALCOHOL ADVERTISEMENT ON TELEVISION AND
IN OTHER MEDIA INCLUDING OTHER FREE NEWSPAPERS AVAILABLE AT THE SAME LOCATION AS
4HE 0ITT .EWS AS ILLUSTRATIVE OF THE SITUATIONS AT 6IRGINIA 4ECH AND 56!
.EXT AS TO THE THIRD PRONG *UDGE -OON FOUND INAPPOSITE THE ARGUMENT THAT
ADVERTISERS WOULD NOT SPEND MONEY ON ADVERTISEMENTS IN COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS IF THEY
DID NOT BELIEVE DOING SO WOULD INCREASE DEMAND AMONG COLLEGE STUDENTS *UDGE
-OON APPEARED TO MAKE THE POINT THAT THIS FACT DOES NOT PROVE THE LINK BETWEEN THE
REGULATION AND COMBATING ABUSIVE AND UNDERAGE DRINKING (E REASONED THAT THE
REGULATION DID NOT MATERIALLY ADVANCE THE STATED GOAL OF REDUCING UNDERAGE AND
ABUSIVE DRINKING AMONG COLLEGE STUDENTS BECAUSE IT IMPERMISSIBLY INFRINGES THE
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS OF ADULTS WHO ARE EIGHTEEN TO TWENTY YEARS OLD ADULTS OVER
TWENTYONE YEARS OLD AS WELL AS THE ADVERTISERS THEMSELVES
*UDGE -OON ALSO FOUND THAT nn"		 DID NOT MEET THE FOURTH #ENTRAL
(UDSON PRONG BECAUSE THE REGULATIONS INTERNAL INCONSISTENCY MAKES IT A POOR FIT TO
SERVE THE ASSERTED GOVERNMENT INTEREST 4HE LAW BANS REFERENCES TO SPECIFIC EVENTS
OR TYPES OF ALCOHOL BUT ALLOWS THE PROMOTION OF DRINKING IN GENERAL *UDGE -OON
COMPARED THIS INTERNAL INCONSISTENCY TO THE BAN ON BROADCAST ADVERTISING OF CASINO
GAMBLING IN 'REATER .EW /RLEANS "ROADCAST !SSN V 5NITED 3TATES THAT WAS hSO
PIERCED BY EXEMPTIONS AND INCONSISTENCIESv THAT THE 3UPREME #OURT STRUCK IT
DOWN
  &D AT  QUOTING 0ITT .EWS  &D AT n	
&OR EXAMPLE *UDGE -OON POINTED OUT THE "OARDS ARGUMENT THAT THE
REGULATION IS MEANT TO PREVENT ADVERTISERS FROM ATTRACTING PURCHASERS TO A PARTICULAR
 )D AT  h4HE EVIDENCE IN THE RECORD INDICATES SUCH A LINK IS SPECULATIVE AT BESTv	
 )D
 )D AT  CITING 0ITT .EWS  &D AT 	
 )D AT n
 )D AT  *UDGE -OON ALSO RELATES THIS POINT TO PRONG FOUR 3EE ID AT 
 )D AT 
 )D
 )D h)T IS INCONSISTENT TO MAINTAIN THAT A REGULATION THAT PERMITS ADVERTISEMENTS FOR @BEER NIGHT OR
@MIXED DRINK NIGHT @IN REFERENCE TO A DINING ESTABLISHMENT FORMS A REASONABLE FIT WITH THE GOAL OF CURBING
UNDERAGE OR EXCESSIVE DRINKING MERELY BECAUSE IF FORBIDS ADVERTISEMENTS FOR KEG DELIVERY @MOJITO NIGHT OR THE
@"LACKSBURG 7INE &ESTIVALv	
 )D AT n CITING 'REATER .EW /RLEANS  53 AT n HOLDING THAT A REGULATION WAS TOO
hPIERCEDv WHEN IT PROHIBITED ADVERTISEMENT OF PRIVATELY OPERATED CASINO GAMBLING BUT ALLOWED ADVERTISEMENTS
FOR OTHER TYPES OF GAMBLING SUCH AS RACING AND LOTTERY FOR h6EGASSTYLE EXCITEMENTv WHEN REFERRING TO CASINO
AMENITIES AND FOR .ATIVE !MERICAN CASINO GAMBLING		
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OUTLET OR VENUE WHILE IT ALLOWS A PARTICULAR OUTLET OR VENUE EG A RESTAURANT TO
ADVERTISE hBEER NIGHTv OR hMIXED DRINK NIGHTv
*UDGE -OON THEN RETURNED TO HIS POINT THAT THE MAJORITY OF THE COLLEGE
NEWSPAPERS READERSHIP IS OVER TWENTYONE YEARS OLD TO SHOW THAT nn"		 IS
NOT SUFFICIENTLY NARROW TO MEET THE #ENTRAL (UDSON TESTS FOURTH PRONG 4HOUGH
THE "OARDS STATED PURPOSE IS TO COMBAT UNDERAGE AND ABUSIVE DRINKING AMONG
COLLEGE STUDENTS *UDGE -OON ARGUED THAT THE BAN IS hBOTH SEVERELY OVER AND
UNDERINCLUSIVEv BECAUSE IT PROHIBITS OFAGE READERS FROM RECEIVING ACCURATE
INFORMATION WHILE EXPOSING UNDERAGE READERS TO GENERAL ENTICEMENT FOR ALCOHOL
4HE "OARD CONTENDED THAT THE FACIAL CHALLENGE COULD NOT SUCCEED BECAUSE THE BAN
WOULD BE VALID IN AT LEAST ONE INSTANCE THE CASE OF AN INSTITUTION WHOSE POPULATION
IS COMPOSED MOSTLY OF UNDERTWENTYONEYEAROLDS (OWEVER *UDGE -OON
DISPOSED OF THIS ARGUMENT BY POINTING OUT THAT IN THE &IRST !MENDMENT CONTEXT A
LAW MAY BE FACIALLY INVALID hWHEN A SUBSTANTIAL NUMBER OF THE LAWS APPLICATIONS ARE
UNCONSTITUTIONALv
*UDGE -OON CLOSED BY ARGUING THAT A COSTBENEFIT ANALYSIS SHOWS THE
DISPROPORTIONAL EFFECT OF THE ADVERTISING BAN !RGUING THAT THE #OMMONWEALTH OF
6IRGINIA LIKE THE #OMMONWEALTH OF 0ENNSYLVANIA IN 0ITT .EWS V 0APPERT COULD
SERVE ITS INTERESTS BY FAR MORE DIRECT MEANS THAT ARE NOT SPEECH RESTRICTIVE *UDGE
-OON REASONED THAT THE ALCOHOL ADVERTISING BAN OFFERED ONLY INEFFECTIVE OR REMOTE
SUPPORT 3PECIFICALLY *UDGE -OON CITED INCREASES IN TAXATION ON ALCOHOL AND IN
COUNTERADVERTISING AS MEANS THAT MORE DIRECTLY SERVE THE "OARDS INTEREST
IV. ANALYSIS 
4HE 5NITED 3TATES #OURT OF !PPEALS FOR THE &OURTH #IRCUIT ERRED IN APPLYING THE
THIRD AND FOURTH PRONGS OF THE #ENTRAL (UDSON TEST !S TO THE THIRD PRONG THE
&OURTH #IRCUIT ERRONEOUSLY BASED ITS DECISION ALMOST SOLELY ON hCOMMON SENSEv TO
FIND nn"		 CONSTITUTIONAL
 )D AT  N
)N ITS ANALYSIS OF PRONG THREE THE &OURTH
#IRCUIT USED AN UNCONSTITUTIONALLY LOW STANDARD TO DETERMINE THAT THE "OARD MET
 )D AT 
 )D AT  QUOTING 0ITT .EWS V 0APPERT  &D   D #IR 		
 )D AT  N CITING 7ASH 3TATE 'RANGE V 7ASH 3TATE 2EPUBLICAN 0ARTY  53  n
		 *UDGE -OON STATED THAT hIN MOST CIRCUMSTANCES A FACIAL CHALLENGE TO THE CONSTITUTIONALITY OF A LAW CAN
SUCCEED ONLY BY ESTABLISHING THAT THERE IS NO SET OF CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER WHICH THE LAW WOULD BE VALIDv )D
 )D AT  QUOTING7ASH 3TATE 'RANGE  53 AT  N	 4HE 3UPREME #OURT IN7ASHINGTON 3TATE
'RANGE ALSO CAUTIONED THAT h;I=N DETERMINING WHETHER A LAW IS FACIALLY INVALID WE MUST BE CAREFUL NOT TO GO
BEYOND THE STATUTES FACIAL REQUIREMENTS AND SPECULATE ABOUT @HYPOTHETICAL OR @IMAGINARY CASESv  53 AT
n
 %DUC -EDIA V 3WECKER  &D AT n WHEN hTHE COSTS AND BENEFITS ASSOCIATED WITHv nn
"		 ARE hCAREFULLY CALCULATEDv THE REGULATION IS hFAR OUT OF PROPORTION TO THE INTEREST SERVEDv QUOTING 7
6A !SSN OF #LUB /WNERS  &RATERNAL 3ERVS )NC V -USGRAVE  &D   TH #IR 			
 )D AT  CITING 0ITT .EWS  &D AT 	
 )D AT  N STATING THAT THE "OARDS EXPERT ACKNOWLEDGED THAT INCREASED TAXATION AND COUNTER
ADVERTISING ARE MORE EFFECTIVE THAN BANNING ADVERTISING IN PARTICULAR SEGMENTS OF THE MEDIA	
 )D AT n
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THE BURDEN OF SHOWING THAT nn"		 DIRECTLY AND MATERIALLY ADVANCED THE
GOAL OF COMBATING UNDERAGE AND ABUSIVE DRINKING AMONG COLLEGE STUDENTS 4HE
&OURTH #IRCUIT SHOULD HAVE REQUIRED THE "OARD TO SUPPORT THE LINK BETWEEN ITS
REGULATION AND REDUCING UNDERAGE AND ABUSIVE DRINKING WITH MORE THAN hCOMMON
SENSEv -OREOVER THE &OURTH #IRCUIT SHOULD HAVE FOUND THE LINK INSUFFICIENT
BECAUSE IT IS IRRATIONAL AND IT IS ROOTED IN SPECULATION AND CONJECTURE 4HESE
DEFECTS ALSO IMPLICATE THE FOURTH PRONG OF THE #ENTRAL (UDSON TEST BECAUSE THE
ADVERTISING BAN IS NOT SUFFICIENTLY NARROW TO JUSTIFY RESTRICTING COMMERCIAL SPEECH
)N ADDITION THE RESTRICTION IGNORES LESS SPEECHRESTRICTIVE ALTERNATIVES THAT SHOULD TILT
THE COSTBENEFIT ANALYSIS IN FAVOR OF ALLOWING ALCOHOL ADVERTISING IN COLLEGE
NEWSPAPERS
! 4HE &OURTH #IRCUITS 2ELIANCE ON h#OMMON 3ENSEv %FFECTIVELY ,OWERS THE
#ONSTITUTIONAL 3TANDARD FOR #OMMERCIAL 3PEECH 2EGULATION TO 2ATIONAL "ASIS 3CRUTINY
4HE &OURTH #IRCUITS FLAWED APPLICATION OF PRONGS THREE AND FOUR OF
THE #ENTRAL (UDSON TEST ALLOWED AN UNCONSTITUTIONAL COMMERCIAL SPEECH REGULATION
TO REMAIN IN EFFECT 4HE COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS WERE AND CONTINUE TO BE DEPRIVED OF
THEIR &IRST !MENDMENT RIGHTS WHICH SHOULD HAVE BEEN GROUNDS FOR THE &OURTH
#IRCUIT TO AFFIRM THE DISTRICT COURTS GRANT OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON THE COLLEGE
NEWSPAPERS e  CLAIMS
4HE &OURTH #IRCUIT USED hCOMMON SENSEv AS THE ONLY RATIONALE REQUIRED FOR THE
"OARD TO MEET THE DIRECT AND MATERIAL ADVANCEMENT BURDEN IN PRONG THREE 4HIS
REASONING RUNS COUNTER TO 3UPREME #OURT AND &OURTH #IRCUIT PRECEDENT
 3EE 3HANNON - (INEGARDNER !BROGATING THE 3UPREME #OURTS $E &ACTO 2ATIONAL "ASIS 3TANDARD FOR
#OMMERCIAL 3PEECH ! 3URVEY AND 0ROPOSED 2EVISION OF THE 4HIRD #ENTRAL (UDSON 0RONG  .%7 %.' , 2%6
 n 	 ARGUING THAT USING hCOMMON SENSEv AS THE SOLE RATIONALE FOR UPHOLDING A REGULATION
AMOUNTS TO hDE FACTO RATIONAL BASISv REVIEW BECAUSE IT hPROVIDES ABSOLUTELY NO BASIS FOR THE JUDICIARY TO REVIEW
LEGISLATIVE DECISIONSv	
WHICH
  & D AT 
 )D AT  -OON * DISSENTING	
 )D AT  -OON * DISSENTING	 4HE ANALYSIS OF THE #ENTRAL (UDSON PRONGS AT TIMES NECESSARILY RUNS
TOGETHER )D
 )D AT n -OON * DISSENTING	 CITING 7 6A !SSN OF #LUB /WNERS  &RATERNAL 3ERVS )NC V
-USGRAVE  &D   TH #IR 		 *UDGE -OON ALSO ARGUED THAT THE REGULATION IS NOT SUFFICIENTLY
NARROW BECAUSE THE COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS ARE NOT TARGETED AT STUDENTS UNDER TWENTYONE AS REQUIRED BY THE
DEFINITION IN nn"		 )D AT  !LTHOUGH IT IS SEEMINGLY DIFFICULT TO ARGUE THAT THE STUDENT NEWSPAPERS AT
6IRGINIA 4ECH AND 56! ARE NOT COLLEGE STUDENT PUBLICATIONS ON REMAND THE DISTRICT COURT FELT THAT THE
DETERMINATION WAS CLOSE ENOUGH TO CERTIFY A QUESTION TO THE 3UPREME #OURT OF 6IRGINIA )N RESPONSE TO THE
CERTIFIED QUESTION OF WHETHER nn"		 COVERS COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS WHOSE READERSHIP IS MOSTLY OVER TWENTY
ONE THE 3UPREME #OURT OF 6IRGINIA RESPONDED THAT COLLEGE STUDENT PUBLICATIONS hMAY INCLUDE PUBLICATIONS OF
WHICH AT LEAST HALF OF THE READERS ARE AGE  OR OLDER IF THE PUBLICATIONS ARE @DISTRIBUTED OR INTENDED TO BE
DISTRIBUTED PRIMARILY TO PERSONS UNDER  YEARS OF AGE AND OTHERWISE MEET THE DEFINITION SET FORTHv IN THE
REGULATION %DUCATIONAL -EDIA #O AT 6A 4ECH )NC V 3WECKER .O   7,  AT 
 6A .OV
 	 EMPHASES IN ORIGINAL	
 !LTHOUGH THE 3UPREME #OURT STATED IN ,ORILLARD 4OBACCO #O V 2EILLY  53   	 THAT A
COMMERCIAL SPEECH RESTRICTION COULD BE JUSTIFIED BASED SOLELY ON HISTORY CONSENSUS AND SIMPLE COMMON SENSE
THE &OURTH #IRCUIT IN %DUCATIONAL -EDIA V 3WECKER DID NOT ADDRESS HISTORY OR CONSENSUS DIRECTLY  &D AT
n .O HISTORY OR CONSENSUS IS APPARENT HERE BESIDE THE FACT THAT nn"		 HAS BEEN A LAW FOR DECADES
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MANDATE THAT WHILE COMMON SENSE IS ONE FACTOR THE PARTY SEEKING TO ENFORCE A
COMMERCIAL SPEECH REGULATION MUST SHOW THAT THE LAW IS SUPPORTED BY MORE THAN
CONJECTURE AND SPECULATION
$ESPITE HAVING THE BURDEN OF PROOF THE "OARD WAS NOT REQUIRED BY THE MAJORITY
TO PROVIDE ANY STATISTICAL OR EVEN ANECDOTAL EVIDENCE THAT THE ADVERTISING BAN
REDUCES DRINKING IN ANY WAY /N THE OTHER SIDE THE COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS PRESENTED
TANGIBLE EVIDENCE TO THE CONTRARY .EVERTHELESS THE #OURT FOUND THAT THE COLLEGE
NEWSPAPERS EVIDENCE FAILED TO DISTINGUISH BETWEEN TARGETED AND MASS MEDIA
MAKING THE PROFFERED DATA INSUFFICIENTLY SPECIFIC TO CONTRADICT THE LINK BETWEEN THE
ADVERTISING BAN AND REDUCED UNDERAGE AND ABUSIVE DRINKING 4HE &OURTH #IRCUIT
IN EFFECT SHIFTED THE BURDEN OF PROOF FROM THE "OARD TO THE COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS TO
SHOW THAT nn"		 IS INVALID
%VEN UNDER THIS FLAWED ANALYSIS THE COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS SHOULD HAVE BEEN ABLE TO
SHOULDER THIS UNDUE BURDEN BECAUSE OF THE ADVERTISING BANS IRRATIONAL CONSTRUCTION
4HE 3UPREME #OURT HELD IN 'REATER .EW /RLEANS THAT INTERNAL INCONSISTENCY IS
GROUNDS FOR STRIKING DOWN COMMERCIAL SPEECH REGULATION 7HEN A LAW IS hSO
PIERCED BY EXEMPTIONSv THAT IT CANNOT ACCOMPLISH ITS REGULATORY PURPOSE THERE CAN
BE NO DIRECT AND MATERIAL ADVANCEMENT UNDER PRONG THREE  (ERE nn"		
ALLOWS RESTAURANTS TO ADVERTISE hBEER NIGHTv BUT NOT h"UDWEISER NIGHTv OR hMIXED
DRINK NIGHTv BUT NOT hMARTINI NIGHTv
WITHOUT CHALLENGE &OR THE REASONS STATED IN THIS 0ART THE &OURTH #IRCUITS REASONING SHOWS THAT THEY
INADEQUATELY CONSIDERED COMMON SENSE AS WELL
4HE ADVERTISING BANS INTERNAL
 -USGRAVE  &D AT  h!CCORDINGLY WE DO NOT SIMPLY DEFER TO DEFENDANTS CONTENTION BECAUSE IT
IS A LEGISLATIVE JUDGMENTv CITING !NHEUSER"USCH ))  &D   N TH #IR 	 h"ECAUSE WE DO NOT
DEFER BLINDLY TO THE LEGISLATIVE RATIONALE BUT RATHER AGREE WITH IT BASED ON OUR OWN INDEPENDENT CONCLUSION
ABOUT THE FIT BETWEEN LEGISLATIVE OBJECTIVE AND THE REGULATION USED TO ACHIEVE THAT OBJECTIVE THE HOLDING IN
0OSADAS IS NOT NECESSARY TO OUR OPINIONS UPHOLDING "ALTIMORE #ITYS ORDINANCEv			
 4ODAYS STUDENTS ENTER COLLEGE HAVING GROWN UP WITH TECHNOLOGY AND ARE NOW MORE CONNECTED THROUGH
VARIOUS MEDIA THAN ANY GENERATION BEFORE -ATT 2ICHTEL 'ROWING 5P $IGITAL 7IRED FOR $ISTRACTION .9 4)-%3
.OV   AT ! )T IS UNREALISTIC TO CLAIM THAT THESE PEOPLE WILL SOMEHOW BE AFFECTED BY A LACK OF
INFORMATION IN THE FREE DAILY COLLEGE NEWSPAPER WHEN ONE PERSON CAN REACH THOUSANDS THROUGH EMAIL
&ACEBOOK 4WITTER AND OTHER MEANS
 3EE SUPRA NOTES n AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 4HE "OARDS EXPERT $R (ENRY 3AFFER DID OPINE AS TO A RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ADVERTISING AND ALCOHOL
CONSUMPTION BUT HIS MOST RECENT SCHOLARSHIP AND HIS DEPOSITION TESTIMONY REFLECT THE CONCLUSION THAT ALCOHOL
ADVERTISING DOES NOT INCREASE DEMAND 0ETITION FOR A 7RIT OF #ERTIORARI AT  %DUC -EDIA AT 6A 4ECH )NC V
3WECKER  &D  TH #IR 	 .O 	  7,  AT 
 $R 3AFFER ALSO TESTIFIED THAT A BAN
ON ALCOHOL ADVERTISEMENT IN ONE SEGMENT OF THE MEDIA WILL RESULT IN INCREASED ADVERTISING IN OTHER AREAS )D h!
BAN IN ONE OR TWO MEDIA SUCH AS TELEVISION OR RADIO WILL RESULT IN SUBSTITUTION TO AVAILABLE ALTERNATIVE MEDIAv	
 %DUC -EDIA #O AT 6A 4ECH )NC V 3WECKER  &D   TH #IR 	
 %DENFIELD V &ANE  53  n 	 h;4=HE PARTY SEEKING TO UPHOLD A RESTRICTION ON
COMMERCIAL SPEECH CARRIES THE BURDEN OF JUSTIFYING ITv	
 'REATER .EW /RLEANS "ROAD !SSN V 5NITED 3TATES  53   	 SEE ALSO7 6A !SSN OF
#LUB /WNERS  &RATERNAL 3ERVS )NC V -USGRAVE  &D   TH #IR 	
 'REATER .EW /RLEANS  53 AT 
 3UPRA AT 0ART )6" !S *UDGE -OON ARGUED IN DISSENT THE INEFFECTIVE CONCEPT OF THE BAN ITSELF IS
COMPOUNDED BY hEXEMPTIONSv THAT POINT READERS TO PARTICULAR DRINKING OUTLETS OR VENUES %DUC -EDIA V
3WECKER  &D AT  -OON * DISSENTING	
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INCONSISTENCY SHOULD HAVE BEEN GROUNDS FOR THE &OURTH #IRCUIT TO DECLARE IT
UNCONSTITUTIONAL UNDER #ENTRAL (UDSON AS REFINED BY 'REATER .EW /RLEANS
4HE CONSEQUENCE OF USING hCOMMON SENSEv AS THE PRINCIPLE JUSTIFICATION FOR A
LAW RESTRICTING COMMERCIAL SPEECH IS TO LOWER &IRST !MENDMENT PROTECTION FROM
INTERMEDIATE SCRUTINY TO RATIONAL BASIS LEVEL 4HE COURT IN %DUCATIONAL -EDIA V
3WECKER PURPORTED TO USE MORE THAN A COMMONSENSERATIONALBASIS TEST BUT BY
STATING THAT THE LINK IS hAMPLY SUPPORTED BY THE RECORDv THE COURT TOOK A CONCLUSORY
SHORTCUT PAST THE TRUE #ENTRAL (UDSON STANDARD ! SECONDARY EFFECT IS THAT THE
DECISION IN %DUCATIONAL -EDIA V 3WECKER WILL CONTRIBUTE TO THE &OURTH #IRCUITS OWN
hHISTORY AND CONSENSUSv ON THE MATTER OF COMMERCIAL SPEECH REGULATION ALLOWING
FUTURE UNCONSTITUTIONAL ADVERTISING RESTRICTIONS TO BOOTSTRAP ON THIS ERRONEOUS
HOLDING
#OURTS MUST REQUIRE PARTIES TO MEET THEIR BURDENS OF PROOF TO JUSTIFY COMMERCIAL
SPEECH RESTRICTIONS )F ALL THAT IS REQUIRED FOR AN ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCY OR LEGISLATURE
TO BAN A CERTAIN PRODUCT OR PRACTICE IT DEEMS OBJECTIONABLE IS TO PRESENT A SINGLE
EXPERTS TESTIMONY
  53 AT  !DVERTISERS DESIRE TO BUY AD SPACE DOES NOT PROVE THAT ADS INCREASE DEMAND 4HE 53
MARKET FOR ALCOHOL IS hMATUREv AND ADVERTISERS WANT MARKET SHARE *ON 0 .ELSON "EER !DVERTISING AND
-ARKETING 5PDATE 3TRUCTURE #ONDUCT AND 3OCIAL #OSTS  2%6 ).$53 /2'  n 	 h4HE NULL
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CONSUMPTION AND ADVERTISING HAS NOT GONE UNNOTICED BY INDUSTRY OFFICIALS "REWERS $IGEST
	 AND ILLUSTRATES THE FACT THAT ADVERTISING IN A @MATURE INDUSTRY PRIMARILY AFFECTS BRAND SHARES .ELSON
 	v	 5NLIKE WITH OTHER SOCALLED VICES SUCH AS THE LOTTERY GAMBLING AND SMOKING THE ALCOHOL
ADVERTISERS FOCUS IS ON FOSTERING BRAND LOYALTY AND NOT ATTRACTING NEW CUSTOMERS )D 4HE GOVERNMENTS ASSERTED
GOAL ON THE OTHER HAND IS NOT TO DECREASE DEMAND BUT TO COMBAT UNDERAGE AND ABUSIVE DRINKING AMONG
COLLEGE STUDENTS %DUC -EDIA V 3WECKER  &D AT  -OON * DISSENTING	 4HE TWO GOALS ARE NOT MUTUALLY
EXCLUSIVE IT IS NOT A ZERO SUM GAME WITH A GUARANTEED WINNER AND LOSER
BUSINESSES AND CONSUMERS WILL BE DEPRIVED OF THE RIGHT TO
 3EE(INEGARDNER SUPRA NOTE  AT n
  &D AT  &OR EXAMPLE THE &OURTH #IRCUIT IN %DUCATIONAL -EDIA V 3WECKER WROTE THAT THE 3TATE
MUST SHOW MORE THAN SPECULATION OR CONJECTURE TO SUPPORT THE LINK BETWEEN A REGULATION AND THE ASSERTED
INTEREST BUT DID NOT REQUIRE THE "OARD TO CITE ANY EVIDENCE THAT ROSE ABOVE CONCLUSORY SPECULATIVE AND
CONJECTURAL )D .ONE OF THESE TYPES OF EVIDENCE SHOULD MEET THE THIRD #ENTRAL (UDSON PRONG ! SIMILAR LACK OF
EVIDENCE FOR THE RELATIONSHIP OR LINK BETWEEN PRICE ADVERTISING AND TEMPERANCE IN  ,IQUORMART V 2HODE
)SLAND FORMED THE BASIS FOR THE 3UPREME #OURT TO STRIKE DOWN AN ADVERTISING BAN FOR PROVIDING ONLY hINEFFECTIVE
OR REMOTE SUPPORT FOR THE GOVERNMENTS PURPOSEv  53   	 A BAN ON ALCOHOL PRICE ADVERTISING
HAD NO EFFECT ON TEMPERANCE	 3EE ALSO 2UBIN V #OORS "REWING #O  53  n 	 DECLARING
UNCONSTITUTIONAL A PROHIBITION ON THE DISPLAY OF ALCOHOL CONTENT ON BEER LABELS 	
 #F #ORY , !NDREWS (IGH #OURTS #ERT $ENIAL IN !DVERTISING #ASE ,EAVES IN 0LACE A 0RECEDENT 7ORTH
)GNORING 4HE ,EGAL 0ULSE 7!3().'4/. ,%'!, &/5.$!4)/. $EC   AVAILABLE AT
HTTPWLFLEGALPULSECOMHIGHCOURTSCERTDENIALINADVERTISINGCASELEAVESINPLACEAPRECEDENT
WORTHIGNORING DISCUSSING THE %DUCATIONAL -EDIA V 3WECKER DECISIONS LACK OF PRECEDENTIAL FORCE OUTSIDE THE
&OURTH #IRCUIT	 .EVERTHELESS THE CASE REMAINS PERSUASIVE AUTHORITY FOR COURTS INCLINED TO UPHOLD ADVERTISING
REGULATIONS
 4HE "OARD ONLY CONSIDERED ITS EXPERT $R 3AFFERS OPINIONS DECADES AFTER THE ENACTMENT OF nn
"		 %DUC -EDIA #O AT 6A 4ECH )NC V 3WECKER .O #6  53 $IST ,%8)3  AT 

%$ 6A -AR  	 4HE TRIAL COURT FOUND THAT h;T=HIS POST HOC PRESENTATION OF THE RECORD DOES NOT EXPLAIN
THE CONDUCT OF THE REGULATORY BOARD WHEN CONSIDERING ITS ACTION WHICH IS THE TRADITIONAL ANCHOR ON WHICH THE
REASONABLENESS EVALUATION RESTSv AND h;DID= NOT SEE ANY GUIDING PRECEDENT ALLOWING AFTERCREATED STUDIES TO
JUSTIFY AN EARLIER RESTRICTION ON PROTECTED COMMERCIAL SPEECHv )D
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TRANSACT BASED ON THE EXCHANGE OF ACCURATE INFORMATION )T IS UNNECESSARY TO
BURDEN COMMERCIAL SPEECH BASED ON COMMON SENSE ALONE BECAUSE DOING SO
ASSUMES THAT PEOPLE DO NOT POSSESS THE REQUISITE SENSE TO DECIDE FOR THEMSELVES
4HE 5NITED 3TATES 3UPREME #OURT HAS HELD THAT hTHE GOVERNMENTAL INTEREST IN
PROTECTING CHILDREN FROM HARMFUL MATERIALS    DOES NOT JUSTIFY AN UNNECESSARILY
BROAD SUPPRESSION OF SPEECH ADDRESSED TO ADULTSv 4HE #OMMONWEALTH OF
6IRGINIA THROUGH THE "OARD 6IRGINIA 4ECH AND 56! CLEARLY HAS A SUBSTANTIAL
INTEREST IN COMBATING UNDERAGE AND ABUSIVE DRINKING AMONG ITS COLLEGE STUDENTS
(OWEVER A MAJORITY OF THE COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS READERS ARE OVER TWENTYONE YEARS OF
AGE AND HAVE A CONSTITUTIONAL INTEREST IN ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT LAWFUL
PRODUCTS -OREOVER THE UNDERAGE POPULATION THAT THE "OARD SEEKS TO PROTECT
WITH ITS REGULATION WILL SOON TURN TWENTYONE YEARS OLD AND SHOULD HAVE THE SAME
ACCESS TO INFORMATION
  ,IQUORMART  53 AT  COMMERCIAL SPEECH PLAYS AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN THE MARKETPLACE OF
IDEAS	 *USTICE 4HOMAS INTIMATES THAT FOR MANY COMMERCIAL SPEECH IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN POLITICAL SPEECH
BECAUSE THEY CARE MORE ON A DAILY BASIS ABOUT GOODS AND SERVICES THAN THEY DO ABOUT POLITICAL CANDIDATES OR
ISSUES )D AT n 4HOMAS * CONCURRING	 h;!= @PARTICULAR CONSUMERS INTEREST IN THE FREE FLOW OF
COMMERCIAL INFORMATION MAY BE AS KEEN AS OR KEENER THAN HIS INTEREST IN @THE DAYS MOST URGENT POLITICAL DEBATE
   v QUOTING 6A 0HARM "D V 6A #ITIZENS #ONSUMER #OUNCIL  53   			 (OWEVER *USTICE
3CALIA RAISES THE POINT THAT IT IS PATERNALISTIC TO STRIKE DOWN LAWS BECAUSE THE #OURT THINKS THEY ARE PATERNALISTIC
UNLESS THERE IS A SPECIFIC #ONSTITUTIONAL REASON FOR DOING SO )D AT  3CALIA * CONCURRING	
4HE REMEDY FOR THIS WEAKENING OF COMMERCIAL SPEECH
PROTECTION IS FOR COURTS FAITHFULLY TO APPLY THE STATED STANDARDS UNDER THE THIRD
 #OMMON SENSE IS SUPPOSED TO MEAN THAT hREASONABLE JURISTS WILL REACH SIMILAR CONCLUSIONS ABOUT
SIMILAR REGULATIONSv 0ETITION FOR A 7RIT OF #ERTIORARI AT  N %DUC -EDIA #O AT 6A 4ECH )NC V 3WECKER
 &D  TH #IR 	 .O 	  7,  AT 
 N 4HEN*UDGE !LITO WHO IS NOW AN
!SSOCIATE *USTICE ON THE 3UPREME #OURT IS PRESUMABLY A REASONABLE JURIST BUT HE REACHED THE OPPOSITE
CONCLUSION WHEN WRITING FOR THE 4HIRD #IRCUIT ABOUT A REMARKABLY SIMILAR ADVERTISING BAN 0ITT .EWS V 0APPERT
 &D  	
 ,ORILLARD 4OBACCO #O V 2EILLY  53   	 QUOTING 2ENO V !#,5  53  
		 SEE ALSO  ,IQUORMART  53 AT  h;!= @VICE LABEL THAT IS UNACCOMPANIED BY A CORRESPONDING
PROHIBITION AGAINST THE COMMERCIAL BEHAVIOR AT ISSUE FAILS TO PROVIDE A PRINCIPLED JUSTIFICATION FOR THE REGULATION
OF COMMERCIAL SPEECH ABOUT THAT ACTIVITYv	
 %DUC -EDIA V 3WECKER  &D AT  THE COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS DID NOT DISPUTE THAT THE "OARDS
INTEREST IS SUBSTANTIAL	
 )D AT 
 !LMOST ALL COLLEGE STUDENTS ARE LEGAL ADULTS OR BECOME LEGAL ADULTS SOON AFTER ARRIVING ON CAMPUS 3EE
"RIEF OF !MICI #URIAE !SSOCIATION OF .ATIONAL !DVERTISERS ET AL IN 3UPPORT OF 0ETITIONER AT  %DUC -EDIA AT 6A
4ECH )NC V 3WECKER  &D  TH #IR 	 .O 	  7,  AT 
 7HEN THESE YOUNG
ADULTS TURN TWENTYONE THEY ARE NOT AUTOMATICALLY READY AND RESPONSIBLE ENOUGH TO DRINK ALCOHOL 3EE !BBY
'OODNOUGH  $AN &ROSCH &$! %XPECTED TO 4AKE A 3TAND ON 3AFETY OF !LCOHOLIC %NERGY $RINKS .9 4)-%3
.OV   AT ! DISCUSSING PRESSURE ON STATES TO PROTECT YOUTH BY BANNING DRINKS THAT COMBINE ALCOHOL
AND CAFFEINE	 )T IS IN THE #OMMONWEALTHS INTEREST TO EDUCATE COLLEGE STUDENTS IN THE YEARS BETWEEN REACHING
LEGAL ADULTHOOD AND THE DRINKING AGE )D !LTHOUGH THESE STUDENTS WHO ARE SEVENTEEN TO TWENTY YEARS OLD GET
SUBSTANTIALLY IDENTICAL INFORMATION AS THEIR OLDER PEERS THROUGH EVERY MEDIUM EXCEPT THE COLLEGE NEWSPAPER THE
FACT THAT THE SAME INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE ELSEWHERE IS A BASIS FOR STRIKING DOWN A REGULATION AS
UNCONSTITUTIONAL NOT FOR UPHOLDING IT 3EE 'REATER .EW /RLEANS "ROAD !SSN V 5NITED 3TATES  53 
n 	 HOLDING THAT A BAN ON CERTAIN TYPES OF GAMBLING ADVERTISEMENTS WAS UNCONSTITUTIONAL BECAUSE
THE INFORMATION WAS SO IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE IN THE MEDIA	
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#ENTRAL (UDSON PRONG /NLY THEN WILL COMMERCIAL SPEECH ENJOY THE APPROPRIATE
INTERMEDIATE CONSTITUTIONAL PROTECTION
" 4HE #OURT )MPROPERLY 7EIGHED THE #OSTS AND "ENEFITS OF THE 2ESTRICTION 5NDER THE
&OURTH 0RONG OF THE #ENTRAL (UDSON 4EST
4HE &OURTH #IRCUIT ALSO ERRED IN ITS ANALYSIS UNDER THE FOURTH PRONG OF THE #ENTRAL
(UDSON TEST 4HE COURT FAILED TO RECOGNIZE THE IRRATIONALITY OF nn"		 ITSELF
AS WELL AS THE IMBALANCES IN THE COSTS AND BENEFITS OF ENFORCING IT )T IS IRRATIONAL TO
BAN ADVERTISEMENTS IN SUCH A SMALL SLICE OF MEDIA IN THE FACE OF A hTORRENTv OF
INFORMATION COMING THROUGH OTHER CHANNELS 3UCH LAWS ALSO IMPERMISSIBLY AND
IRRATIONALLY TARGET ONE SEGMENT OF THE MEDIA )N AN AGE WHERE ADVERTISEMENTS
BECOME PERSONALIZED BASED ON INDIVIDUAL WEB BROWSING AND ONLINE SHOPPING
HISTORY FOCUSING THE EFFORTS OF LEGISLATORS AND THOSE TASKED WITH ENFORCING SUCH
REGULATIONS ON COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS MISSES THE BIG PICTURE
'IVEN THE UBIQUITY OF ALCOHOL ADVERTISING IN MEDIA A BAN ON ADVERTISING IN
COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS WILL HAVE A NEGLIGIBLE EFFECT ON THE TOTAL NUMBER OF
ADVERTISEMENTS A PERSON READS SEES OR HEARS
 #F (INEGARDNER SUPRA NOTE  AT  (INEGARDNER PROPOSES A hMATERIAL EVIDENCEv TEST BUT IF COURTS
APPLY THE 3UPREME #OURTS EXISTING REFINEMENTS OF THE #ENTRAL (UDSON TEST WITHOUT OMITTING CRUCIAL FACTORS THE
RESULTS WILL BE SATISFACTORILY CONSISTENT WHILE AFFORDING COMMERCIAL SPEECH THE REQUISITE CONSTITUTIONAL
PROTECTION
)NSTEAD THE "OARD CAN MORE
 -USGRAVE  &D AT  REGULATIONS MUST BE hIN PROPORTION TO THE INTEREST SERVEDv	 #OORS "REWING
 53 AT  hEDUCATED GUESSESv CANNOT OVERCOME IRRATIONAL REGULATIONS	
 0ITT .EWS V 0APPERT  &D   D #IR 	 4HE SELECTIVE RESTRICTION ON ADVERTISING IN THE
COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS IS ESPECIALLY NONSENSICAL WHEN THE UNIVERSITY ITSELF GLORIFIES ITS DRINKING TRADITION 3EE EG
4HE 2ISE AND &ALL OF %ASTERS 5.)6%23)49 /& 6)2').)! -!'!:).% 3PRING  AT  DESCRIBING HOW %ASTERS A
TRADITIONALLY ALCOHOLFREE FORMAL DANCE DEGENERATED OVER DECADES INTO DRUNKEN MUDSOAKED hSTUPEFYING
COLLEGIATE GAMBOLSv THAT THE ADMINISTRATION FORMALLY TERMINATED IN 	 $ESPITE THE END OF %ASTERS h"IG
7EEKENDSv CONTINUE WITH 56! APPROVAL )D )N  56! SENT A MESSAGE TO ITS STUDENT BODY REGARDING ALCOHOL
SAFETY AT THE &OXFIELD 3PRING 2ACES A LARGE OUTDOOR NON56! AFFILIATED	 PARTY AT A HORSE RACE #OMMUNICATION
FROM 0ATRICIA - ,AMPKIN 6ICE 0RESIDENT AND #HIEF 3TUDENT !FFAIRS /FFICER 5NIVERSITY OF 6IRGINIA TO h!LL
56A 3TUDENTSv !PR  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWVIRGINIAEDUVPSACOMMUNICATIONS
FOXFIELDSAFETYHTML 4HE 56! ADMINISTRATOR WHO WROTE THE MESSAGE GENTLY REMINDED OFAGE STUDENTS WHO
WISHED TO BRING ALCOHOL TO &OXFIELD THAT THEY WOULD BE STRICTLY LIMITED TO ONE COOLER PER PERSON )D
 %DUC -EDIA V 3WECKER  &D AT  N !FTER THE 3UPREME #OURT OF THE 5NITED 3TATES DENIED THE
PETITION FOR CERTIORARI THE DISTRICT COURT IS CONSIDERING THIS hAS APPLIEDv QUESTION ON REMAND 4HE DISTRICT COURT
HEARD ARGUMENTS ON 3EPTEMBER  
 4HE PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF ALTERNATIVES THAT RESTRICT SPEECH LESS OR NOT AT ALL INFORMS WHETHER THE
REGULATION IN QUESTION IS A RATIONAL EXERCISE OF LEGISLATIVE POWER *UDGE -OON SCRATCHED THE SURFACE OF LESS
SPEECHRESTRICTIVE MEANS IN HIS DISSENTING OPINION POINTING OUT ALTERNATIVES SUCH AS COUNTERADVERTISING AND
INCREASED ENFORCEMENT (E DID NOT HOWEVER EXPLICITLY STATE HOW LIFTING THE ADVERTISING BAN COULD HELP
IMPLEMENT THOSE MEANS MORE EFFECTIVELY WITHOUT BURDENING SPEECH WHICH THIS ARTICLE ATTEMPTS TO DO )D AT 
-OON * DISSENTING	
 2ESEARCH HAS SHOWN THAT THE AVERAGE PERSON SEES  BEER COMMERCIALS BY AGE EIGHTEEN !MERICAN
-EDICAL !SSOCIATION /PINION "REAK .EEDED &ROM !LCOHOL !DS !- -%$ .%73 &EB   AVAILABLE AT
HTTPWWWAMAASSNORGAMEDNEWSEDSAHTM %VEN A COLLEGE NEWSPAPER ITSELF CAN PROVIDE THE
SAME INFORMATION AT 6IRGINIA 4ECH #OLLEGIATE 4IMES RAN A SPECIAL SECTION FREE OF ADVERTISEMENTS	 ENTITLED h4HE
"OOZE .EWSv #/,,%')!4% 4)-%3 /CT   )N ANTICIPATION OF (ALLOWEEN WEEKEND 4HE "OOZE .EWS WAS
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EFFECTIVELY COMBAT UNDERAGE AND ABUSIVE DRINKING BY TAPPING THE FLOW OF BEER
MONEY CURRENTLY LEAKING THROUGH ITS FINGERS BECAUSE OF THE ADVERTISING BAN AND USE
THE FUNDS TO FURTHER ITS EDUCATIONAL AND ENFORCEMENT EFFORTS !S *UDGE -OON
ALLUDED IN HIS DISSENTING OPINION LOST POTENTIAL REVENUE TO THE "OARD WAS NOT
ADEQUATELY FIGURED INTO THE BALANCE OF RESTRICTING COMMERCIAL SPEECH IN THIS CASE
4HE COURT IN %DUCATIONAL -EDIA V 3WECKER DID NOT ADEQUATELY WEIGH THE COSTS
AND BENEFITS OF THE COLLEGE NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING BAN )N THE &OURTH #IRCUIT THE
GOVERNMENT MUST CAREFULLY CALCULATE THE COSTS AND BENEFITS ASSOCIATED WITH A
COMMERCIAL SPEECH REGULATION 4HE MAJORITY POINTS TO THE "OARDS LIMITED
RESOURCES AS JUSTIFICATION FOR THE ADVERTISING BAN (OWEVER INFRINGING ON THE RIGHT
TO FREE SPEECH MUST BE A hLAST n NOT FIRST n RESORTv AND THERE ARE OTHER NONSPEECH
RESTRICTIVE MEANS READILY AVAILABLE NOT TO MENTION MEASURES WHICH COULD INCREASE
THE "OARDS REVENUE -EANWHILE THE COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS RELY ON ADVERTISING
MONEY FOR ALMOST THEIR ENTIRE BUDGETS AND THE REGULATION COST EACH OF THEM AT LEAST
 PER YEAR IN LOST ADVERTISING FEES 4HOUGH THERE IS NO CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT
TO PROFITABILITY COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS EXIST LARGELY IN RECOGNITION OF STUDENTS RIGHT TO
FREE SPEECH ,OST REVENUE LIMITS THE LENGTH OF THE PAPERS THE QUALITY OF THEIR
EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES AND MOST IMPORTANTLY THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS WHO CAN
PARTICIPATE IN PUBLISHING THEM
TOUTED AS THE hCOMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO EVERYTHING ALCOHOLRELATED IN "LACKSBURGv #/,,%')!4% 4)-%3 /CT 
 AT 
4HE "OARDS ADVERTISING BAN LIMITS OPPORTUNITIES
 /NE OF THE !"# "OARDS STATED MISSIONS IS TO hPROVIDE A RELIABLE SOURCE OF REVENUEv THE MOTTO UNDER
ITS LOGO READS h#ONTROL y 3ERVICE y 2EVENUEv 6IRGINIA $EPARTMENT OF !LCOHOLIC "EVERAGE #ONTROL
HTTPWWWABCVIRGINIAGOVADMINABOUTABCHTML LAST VISITED /CT  
 %DUC -EDIA V 3WECKER  &D AT  CITING 7 6A !SSN OF #LUB /WNERS  &RATERNAL 3ERVS )NC V
-USGRAVE  &D   TH #IR 		 7HY DEPRIVE THE COLLEGE NEWPAPERS OF MONEY THAT COULD SLOW THIS
TORRENT OF A MESSAGE )T MUST BE A SMALL NUMBER OF UNDERAGE STUDENTS WHO WANT TO DRINK ALCOHOL BUT CANNOT
OBTAIN IT BECAUSE THE SCHOOL NEWSPAPER DOES NOT TELL THEM WHERE TO GET IT /N THE OTHER HAND A SIGNIFICANT
NUMBER OF STUDENTS HARBOR UNHEALTHY PERCEPTIONS OF APPROPRIATE ALCOHOL USE !BBY 'OODNOUGH  $AN &ROSCH
&$! %XPECTED TO 4AKE A 3TAND ON 3AFETY OF !LCOHOLIC %NERGY $RINKS .9 4)-%3 .OV   AT !
DISCUSSING ABUSE OF THE ALCOHOLIC AND CAFFEINATED BEVERAGE &OUR ,OKO INCLUDING h%DWARD &OUR ,OKO (ANDSv
THEMED PARTIES WHERE GUESTS MUST HOLD CANS IN BOTH HANDS UNTIL THEY HAVE DRUNK ALL FORTYSEVEN OUNCES OF THE
FRUITFLAVORED MALT LIQUOR	 4WO TWENTYTHREEANDAHALFOUNCE CANS OF &OUR ,OKO BEFORE ITS FORMULA WAS
ORDERED TO BE CHANGED BY LAW EQUALED THE ALCOHOL AND CAFFEINE CONTENT OF ELEVEN BEERS AND SEVERAL CUPS OF
COFFEE 'ORDON "LOCK !UTHORITIES )SSUE 7ARNING TO -AKERS OF #AFFEINATED !LCOHOLIC "EVERAGES #/,,%')!4% 4)-%3
.OV  	 HTTPWWWCOLLEGIATETIMESCOMCMSRESOURCEFRONTPAGEPDFSPDF 4HE MARKET IS
MATURE SEE .ELSON SUPRA NOTE  MEANING THAT BREWERS DISTILLERS AND VINTNERS ARE LESS FOCUSED ON CONVINCING
NONDRINKERS TO DRINK THAN THEY ARE COMPETING FOR THE LOYALTY OF THOSE WHO ALREADY hTAKE DELIGHT IN THE JUICE OF
THE BARLEYv7HISKEY IN THE *AR TRADITIONAL
 -USGRAVE  &D AT  CITING 'REATER .EW /RLEANS "ROAD !SSN V 5NITED 3TATES  53  
		
 %DUC -EDIA #O AT 6A 4ECH )NC V 3WECKER  &D   TH #IR 	
 -USGRAVE  &D AT  QUOTING 4HOMPSON V 7 3TATES -EDICAL #TR  53   		
  &D AT  N -OON * DISSENTING	
 %DUC -EDIA #O AT 6A 4ECH )NC V 3WECKER .O #6  53 $IST ,%8)3  AT 
n

%$ 6A -AR  	
 0ITT .EWS V 0APPERT  &D   D #IR 	 h4HE 0ITT .EWS WAS CREATED BY THE 5NIVERSITY
"OARD OF 4RUSTEES @IN RECOGNITION OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT OF STUDENTS TO FREEDOM OF SPEECHv	
 )D AT  h!LL OF 4HE 0ITT .EWS REVENUE IS DERIVED FROM ADVERTISING AND UNTIL !CT  TOOK EFFECT THE
PAPER RECEIVED SUBSTANTIAL INCOME FROM ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE ADSv	
*USTIN! 2EDD
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FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS TO TRAIN AS JOURNALISTS AND ALTHOUGH THIS FACT IN ITSELF DOES NOT
VIOLATE ANY CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT IT UNDERSCORES THE IRRATIONALITY OF A LAW THAT HAS NO
DEMONSTRABLE BENEFIT WHILE DOING SUCH TANGIBLE HARM
)NSTEAD OF A NEARLY COMPLETE BAN IF THE "OARD MANDATED THAT TO ADVERTISE ALCOHOL
IN COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS ADVERTISERS MUST ALSO PURCHASE A PORTION OF AD SPACE THAT
DISCOURAGES UNDERAGE DRINKING OR THAT PROMOTES SAFE DRINKING HABITS THE ALCOHOL
ADVERTISERS WOULD IN EFFECT PAY FOR THE GOVERNMENTS MESSAGE !LTERNATIVELY THE
#OMMONWEALTH COULD REQUIRE ALCOHOL ADVERTISERS TO PAY AN ASSESSMENT TO THE
"OARD TO USE TO PUBLISH ITS OWN ADVERTISEMENTS INCREASE OTHER EDUCATIONAL
INITIATIVES AND ENFORCE THE DRINKING AGE MORE STRINGENTLY
V. CONCLUSION 
)N EITHER CASE THESE
ALTERNATIVES SHOW THAT THE REGULATION IS IRRATIONAL AND NOT NARROWLY DRAWN BECAUSE
OF OTHER AVAILABLE MEANS THAT ARE LESS SPEECHRESTRICTIVE 4HE "OARDS DEPRIVATION OF
THE COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS &IRST !MENDMENT RIGHTS SHOULD WARRANT UNDER e  THE
GRANTING OF A PERMANENT INJUNCTION AGAINST THE ENFORCEMENT OF nn"		 AND
ENTITLE THE COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS TO MONETARY DAMAGES
4HE 5NITED 3TATES #OURT OF !PPEALS FOR THE &OURTH #IRCUIT SHOULD HAVE UPHELD THE
DISTRICT COURTS DECISION TO GRANT SUMMARY JUDGMENT FOR THE COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS
4HE &OURTH #IRCUIT IMPROPERLY APPLIED THE THIRD PRONG OF THE #ENTRAL (UDSON TEST
FOR COMMERCIAL SPEECH RESTRICTIONS
 4HE "OARDS EXPERT TESTIFIED THAT HE COULD FIND NO DEFINITE CONNECTION BETWEEN ALCOHOL ADVERTISING AND
CONSUMPTION BUT THE PARTIES AGREE THAT THE COLLEGE NEWSPAPERS EACH LOSE AT LEAST  PER YEAR IN ADVERTISING
REVENUE %DUC -EDIA #O AT 6A 4ECH )NC V 3WECKER .O #6  53 $IST ,%8)3  AT 
 

%$ 6A -AR  	
4HE &OURTH #IRCUIT ALSO IMPERMISSIBLY
LOWERED THE STANDARD FOR THE THIRD AND FOURTH PRONGS FLOUTING &OURTH #IRCUIT AND
 3UCH A MEASURE WOULD SURELY FACE A CHALLENGE AS UNCONSTITUTIONALLY COMPELLING SPEECH CONTRARY TO THE
SPEAKERS INTEREST 3EE EG 5NITED 3TATES V 5NITED &OODS )NC  53   	 HOLDING THAT CHARGING A
MUSHROOM PRODUCER A MANDATORY ASSESSMENT TO PAY FOR GENERAL MUSHROOM ADVERTISING VIOLATED THE &IRST
!MENDMENT EVEN IF THE ADS WERE COMMERCIAL SPEECH	 (OWEVER FOR A HIGHLY REGULATED PRODUCT LIKE ALCOHOL
WHERE THE GOVERNMENT HAS A SUBSTANTIAL INTEREST IN PROMOTING RESPONSIBLE DRINKING PRODUCERS CAN
CONSTITUTIONALLY BE REQUIRED TO PROMOTE THE GOVERNMENTS MESSAGE 3EE *OHANNS V ,IVESTOCK -KTG !SSN 
53   	 UPHOLDING A MANDATORY ASSESSMENT ON BEEF PRODUCERS TO PAY FOR ADVERTISING hEFFECTIVELY
CONTROLLED BY THE &EDERAL 'OVERNMENTv	 %MPIRICAL DATA SHOW THAT COUNTERADVERTISING HAS A MEASURABLE EFFECT
ON CONSUMPTION 4HE "OARDS EXPERT PUBLISHED FINDINGS ON COUNTERADVERTISINGS EFFECTIVENESS IN  (ENRY
3AFFER !LCOHOL !DVERTISING  9OUTH  * 345$ !,#/(/, 3500,%-%.4  	 4HE "OARDS EXPERT ALSO
TESTIFIED THAT AN AD BAN WILL ONLY REDUCE ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION IF THERE IS NO READY SUBSTITUTE FOR THE BANNED
MEDIUM %DUC -EDIA #O AT 6A 4ECH )NC V 3WECKER .O #6  53 $IST ,%8)3  AT 

%$ 6A -AR  	 4HE "OARD CANNOT BLOCK THE ALCOHOL ADVERTISERS MESSAGE FROM REACHING COLLEGE
STUDENTS BUT WITH COUNTERADVERTISING THE "OARD MAY BE ABLE TO MAKE A LIMITED SEGMENT OF THE MEDIA A NET
POSITIVE FOR THE INTEREST IN COMBATING UNDERAGE AND ABUSIVE DRINKING
 *OHANNS  53 AT  %DUC -EDIA #O AT 6A 4ECH )NC V 3WECKER  &D   N TH #IR
	 -OON * DISSENTING	 REASONING THAT THE "OARD USED OTHER MEANS TO COMBAT UNDERAGE AND ABUSIVE
DRINKING BUT THERE IS NO EVIDENCE THAT THE "OARD EVER TRIED INCREASING REVENUE THROUGH OTHER MEANS	
 3EE SUPRA 0ART 6
 3EE SUPRA 0ART 6!
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3UPREME #OURT PRECEDENT #OURTS MUST MAINTAIN THE FORCE OF THE #ENTRAL (UDSON
TEST SO THAT COMMERCIAL SPEECH RETAINS ITS LIMITED CONSTITUTIONAL PROTECTION
 3EE SUPRA 0ART 6!n"
 3EE SUPRA 0ART 6
